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Treasurer's Office,
Augusta, Oct. U. mo.
Pursuant to Chap. 9, Sec. 44. of the Revised
statute*. as amended bv Chap. Ϊ3& of the Public
Laws of 1909, 1 will Ht the State Treasurer's
office at Augusta, on the twenty-second >tay of
sell an·!
Novemlier next, at 11 o'clock. Α. M
convey bv deed to the highest bid 'er. all the Intract·» of lanil hereinterest of the *tate In tb
after described, lying In nncorporafd town
ship*, said tracts having been forfeited to the
State for nonpayment of State and County
Taxes, certified to the Treasurer of ^tate for the
year ΙπΟβ an·' previous yeirs. The sale and
eoove ance of each tract will be made subject
to a right In the owucr or part owner whose
rlgb · nave been forfelW, to redeem the same
at any time within one year after the sale by
ptylllgor tendering t· the purchaser his proportion of what the parch isor paid therefor at
the sale with tuterest at the rate of twentv per
cent per annum fn m the time of sale, and one
dollar *or release, or •■uch owner mav redeem
his ln'erest by paving as aforesaid to the
Treasurer of State as provided to Cbrp. 9, Sec.
46 of the Revised Statutes.
No tract, however, will be sold at a price less
than the full amount due thereon for *ucb unpaid st<te and Countv taxes, interest and costs,
as ιlescrtlied In the fallowing schedule :
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NOTICES.

the estate*
To all
persons Interested In either of
nerelnafter named
At a l'robate Court, held at Pari», 1n ami
tor the County of Oxford, on the third Tues
day of <Vt.. in the year of our Lord one
The follow
thousand nine hundred and ten.
lng matter Having lieen presented tor the action
tbereuj>on hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby
OKUKKKH
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested by a using a copy o' this orler to lit
oubi'rhcd three weeks successively In the Ox
font l>emocrat, a uew-paper published at South
i'arts, l^i raid County, that they mav appear at a
Probate Court to l«e held at said Paris, on the
tldrI Tuesday of Nov., A. l>. 1910, at 9 of the
clock In the forenoon, and ue heard tbereou if
tuey see cause.

AMONG THE FARMERS.
"SPEKD

TH*

PLOW."

on practical agricultural topic
Correspondence
le solicited.
Address «H communications In

tended (or this department to Hkkbt I)
H .mxo.nd, Agricultural Kdltor Oxford Dein
ot rat. Part·, Me.

Where are the Apples?
There is always au effort made by the
agricultural press to keep apples as
promiueutly before the public as possible, and of late there is a move to get
tlie children who live away from the orchards into line for apple eating. 1
must believe that the latter effort is not
needed, if I have merely to recall my
own childhood and the fact that there
were never too many apples in sight for
any child 1 ever saw, including myself.
The difficulty lies more with the producer than anywhere else, I am quite
sure.
If apples are put in the way of
the buying public iu acceptable form
and at a fair price, they will find a mar-

ket readily enough.
Let me give your readers

a

glance

at

the principal retail market of Buffalo as
it appears to-day. It is, no doubt, much
the same as other northern markets.
The visitor would be astonished at the
quautity of southern fruits and peaches
piled up there, all selling at low prices
and all set out in the most attractive
fashion, with an Italian vendor crying
the southern fruits and some one of
more
local origin
looking after the
peaches. But the apples—well, there
are a few in sight, but nobody pays auy
attention to them, and they sell at prices
that (airly drive the buyer to fruits that
grew a thousand miles away.
I complain that I cannot buy the apples, and am told that good TwentyOunce, which is about all that can be
found outside of the merest culls or

"cooking apples,"

as

they

are

called,

cost the retailer all the way up to $2 a
Mary κ. tv*ikrr lat* of Lovell, deceased; bushel, and are, of course, scarce at that.
«III an I codicil with pctltlou for probata
thereof presen ed bv ^u an A. Walker, the Uood ot gauges sell at retail as low as 15
Aii Kt Κ >f Pipe Repairing, Lead j surviving executrix tlicrelu named.
cent» a dozen, lemous for the same, and
What cbauce iu
cents.
ami Iron.
fhauuey 4». Poor lite of Sweden, deceased; baaanas at 10
petition for the appointment of Clarence Κ there for apples? Eveu pears have been
as ador
«uitible
Jones
aotuc
other
1:14-11.
person
Telephone
low, and as for peaches they are
inlnMrator of the estate of said deceased pre· pretty
about on a par with apples, sometimes
I
le'.ted by
harles Η Κ:own, a creditor.
selling even lower. Growers are offerViol· I». Holt lite of Dlxfleld, deceised; 'e
J. WALDO NASH,
two quart measure, as
tltton that-loh S. Marl "W or some other sult- ing apples by the
•ib e pers ·ιι be apnolntcd as administrator of I they do sweet potatoes or any other
the e-t.tte of -aid dec ·:»·*; presented by Jennie
product that is geuerally higli and sells
K. Ilawkes. daughter and heir.
in small quantities as a luxury.
will
S*r»h Knight lue of Sweden, deceased;
What is the matter with the apple?
aud petition for pro bote tnerewf presen ed b*
Uaionic
rear
Block,
Street,
T«mple
is a big city, only au hour or so
C? rus K. Ch pmau, the executor therein Buffalo
from the beet apple section iu the world,
uaui-d.
NORW4Y.
Telephone Connection.
\ et
literally starving for apples,
louU (imiihtrr 'ate of KucMl'ld, deceased; aud
will an ρ titl-m tor prob'i'e thereof present»*·! wnh every otlier fruit that any northern
PLL ΊΒΙΝ0 and
by Peter Gauthier, the executor therein named. market affords underselling them, no
Charles >1. 4 hase, want, of I>1 χli Id; llnal matter if it is raised iu California or ou
fer allowance by A. C. I the other side ot the Atlantic.
uicouui ρ e-eute
1 believe
llarlow guardian
A^cnt lor MAUEE KANtiES.
that to-day if the money liiut goes for
Albert K. Kobluson late of Oxford, deceas- our foreign fruits was at least half put
Telephone 127-12.
ed; ili si auii Uii.il accouut presented for 1 ow- tut ο
intelligent apple raising, the returns
aiice by -luhn H Robinson, administrator.
wou'd be much better thau they are now,
Alltu Italley l ite of liumford, dec· ase I; tlrt-t |
for the situation to-day is no exception.
an 1 Ural ac«*ount presented for allowance by
NORWAY. MAINE.
Our markets are year after year more de
William K. Morton, administrator.
ticieut in good apples than iu any other
Albert E. Itoblnson late of Oxford, deceased; petition for determination of collateral well-known fruit.
Inheritance tax presented by John II. RobinEarly apples rank with the berries
son, administrator.
and other email fiuits iu the short time
C hase hte of Woodstock, deceased ; flrst from the blossom to the money in band
Lucy Una!
account presented for allowance by
ami
for the fruit, aud they do not need the
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.
A. Mont (.base, administrator.
care in the line of cultivation that berI
of
Woodstock,
late
A
Killings
Washington
ries do. They blossom in May and are
de< ease·). first nccoun· presented for allowance
iu the market iu August. Their season
by Lorenzo S. Billing1, administrator.
is much longer than anything else, for
A Judtnn Turner, want, of Hebron; thlnl j
account presented for allowance by Walter L
they merge into the fall and wiuter crop,
i
that lasts till warm weather again,
Cray, guardian.
that complaint is made that
Lucy hase lat" of Wood tock, deceased; |>e am aware
lltlon for leterudnatiou of collateral Inherit
the eirly and fall apple is perishable,
a nee tax presented by A. Mont Chase, ad- I and it is sometimes said that the demand
mlr.lstrator.
is not large, but as to the first objection
MAINE.
Sarah 1. Lovejny of Peru, ward; llr»t ac- it need
merely be said that they are not
count presented for allowance by John S.
so perishable as peaches aud will stand
liar! w, guardian.
som>- rough handling, which peaches
Char!·* W. Partridge late of Norway, deas to the price, it ho often
ceased ; first accouut presented for allowauce will not, and
by fames L 1'artrl '^e, executor.
bappeus that a fairly prohibitive price is

Ijconsed Taxidennist,
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LONGLEY,
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HILLS,

LowssiPncesinOxiordCouniy.
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CATARRH /*ay-F£ver
—

Ely s Cream

Balm

·'> i:»sorb«d.
it
Ci>«) Reiitl al Once.

y

^

Y)

."·

VS'V

It cleans»·*,
xithes,
h-oL· itii· I protects
:..··
(1uu'iu·
::··
-«ult
t'r> m Catarrh anil drives
HA ·. aCo1«1 iu ·:.·· lleatl quickly. Restores
Full size
:.·■· Sfuv.i,( Τ.ι-ttf ami SmelL
I·
j" hor l>y mail.
Liquid
(,'r· ιτιι Rum t· r use iu atomizers 75 cts.
"· ^ in a Strevt. New York.
■>

Klr4( Class F*r*

SI.W each w«y.

I

KANSOM
B. Fl'LLEK leave Franklin Wharf, Porti»ad, week days at 7 P. m.
ttl—m BAT STAT1

or

Koturxxlue

Boston, week

Leave teutral Wharf,
7 e. ».

«lays at

Through tickets
railroa·! stations.

on

sale at

principal

J. K. LIsCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

K. W. t

HANDLER,

Builders' Finish !
*U« ot

'uraish DOORS uD'l WINDOWS of any
at reasonable price·.

style

Also Window dt Door Frames.
Kin want ot any kind ot Finish tor Inside o>
'JUtti'le work, *eu»t In your or>ler». Pine Lum
wr»n t Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing
Matched Hue

K.

W,

Wee Sumner,

and Job Work.

Sheathing

for Sale.

CHANDLER,

Maine.

Wanted.

to save their RAGS, Kl'BMail
UEK> AND METALS for me.

Everybody

promptly attended to. I also buy
NORMAN Ν. Κ LA IN,
Poultry.

order*

Box 817, Norway, Maine.

2-lyr.

Sheathing.

Spruce

and fir.

J.

*5^

For sale

South Paris.

jyi
THE. FACE

No Other

Eyeglasses Takes the Pla«.

tenues arc the he·».
Leave all others at rest.

Tori»·

0PTOMETK1ST

ΗΛΚΜΕΝΤΚΚ

will

Hi

them rltcht.
Come to h'm Jay or night.
He U «are you to suit
With the evegiass that's a bute.
«»■* here do It now.
NORWAY. ME.

Ά. C. LORD.
15 years expert Watchmaker with Bigelow,
Kennard it Co., Boston.
All Work
Guaranteed,

A lit "le out of the way
but it pays to walk.

ITCHES.

CLOCKS
'EWELBV.
Norway,

Maine.

With the Modern

specialty

Off

Don't

Spread Yourself.

There is an old saying to the effect
that the result is seldom good if a man
attempts to epread himself all over a ten
acre lot. This is but another way of saying that a man should not attempt to do
more than he can do well.
a great dual
This is one trouble with a great many
men in all kinds of work, and in farming as well as other kinds. The men
who have spead themselves too much
the half
are finding the results now in
cared for crops, the rank growth of
weeds, and in the small yield from some
of their plantings, because they have not
been able to cultivate properly during
the Hummer as much as they succeeded
mu in m«r
■■l""!
or
fall
id netting planted in the spring.
Krancts E. Shaw bit·» of Paris, deceased; J
wll an I petition for ι-robate thereof presented that uotbintÎ ueeds to be done but to
The farmer who is this fall discovering
bv Robert Κ Shaw, the executor therein look into the case and see why they canwhere he made a mistake in that respect
named.
market
at
on
the
not be placed
prices last spring should not be discouraged by
that will compete with other fruits.
results of his labor, and should
the
a»·* nu ut
imHM for allowance by W. V. I1 1 am aware that Buffalo is unusually not poorthe blame
anywhere except the
put
guardUn.
well situated for the handling of fruit
where it belongs, but should take
place
ADDISON E. HERRJCK. Judge of said Court.
from distant points, especially south- the lesson home and make bis plane for
A true copv—attest
\ I. KXRT I» PARK. Reiftsier.
ward. It is about the end of the regular next spring accordingly.
northward shipping ruuie, and when
If the real cause of his trouble has
HOTIC1.
other markets on the route reject a car beeu that hie enthusiasm cooled soon
I
she
that
Dotlee
it
The subscriber hereby (rives
on, after he finished bis spring planting, and
because of an overstock and seud
has been luly appointe·') administratrix of the
it often has to be put down at buffiaio, he did uot put in a full measure of time
estate of
so
that
market crowded or market bare,
AUSTIN -I HAYES late of Green wood,
in the labor that should follow the plantIn the County of Oxford, deceased, and given I it sometimes happens that prices break
ing, he ebould remember that bis city
bonds as the law directs. All persons having I
the
for
tine
is
a
but here
point
brother worker has to put in a full day's
demands against the estate of said deceased are badly;
I
at
a
and
be
not
ueed
for
settlement,
shipped
desired to present the same
[ apples. They
work every day, unless be is so unfortuI do nate as not to have work to do, and that
•11 Indebted thereto are requested to make pay- till there is a market for them.
ment immediately.
to put while the rains fall and "God
feasible
it
is
whether
know
not
givetb the
ABBIE S. HAYES.
Oct. Ifth, W10.
early apples into cold storage to hold increase," man has an important part in
them back against an overstock. As a bringing about this increase, and the
NOTICE.
rule, it has appeared to me there is al- farmer should not expect hie increase to
The subscriber herebv gives notice that he.
of them.
be the scriptural "thirty, sixty or a hunhas been duly appointed administrator of ways a scarcity
So seldom do we see apples of any dred fold"' ualess he works for it.—
the estate of
JAMES K. P. VANCE late of Lovell,
in
marour
sort, early or late, displayed
Maine Farmer.
in the Countv of Ojford, deceased. an<l given
All persons having kets as other fruits are, that we seldom
bonds at tic* Iiw dtrects.
are
said
deceased
of
best
e-tate
the
but
the
u
to
know
how
demands gainst
very
buy any
Quality Hogs.
!.·-!·,■ t.· mmI the same for settlement, aud known sorts
by name. What are we to
"I would have you always remember
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
are steadily
it?
Our
about
do
apple»»
ment Immediately.
that it pays to keep fewer and better
W. L. VANCE.
Oct. iMh 1»1<>
making their way into Europe, but they
hogs," writes E. J. Reed in National
will not make remarkable headway, for
Swine Magazine. "When the farmers
NOTICE.
Europe, oddly enough, does not eat fruit are overstocked with poor hogs there is
It prefers meat, and if it canThe subscriber hereby gives notice that he as we do.
overstock on the market and the
bas been duly
appointed administrator of not buy that eats bread, while straw- an
obtained by the farmers is low
of
the estate
price
then
now
and
seen
be
berries may
only
CLoRI I.LA A. Kl'KNHAM late of Gllead,
because of the quantity and quality.
and
last
saw
given
them
deceased,
as
I
of
Oxford,
the
on
In the County
table, when,
On several occasions of such overstockAll persous having
bonds a- the law directs.
the
year at four cents a quart in London,
demands against the estate of said deceased
ing with poor stuff the market would
at
we
ever
I
visitors,
fruit
saw,
tiuest
are desired to present the same for settlement,
bave been much higher if the same
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make leat>t were crying for them.
had been placed in half or twobeen something weight
pavment Immediately.
has
There
always
GEORGE I. BURN HAM.
thirds the number of good bogs. It is
Oc». lsth, 1910.
As I
wrong in the home apple trade.
certaiuly more desirable to sell ten hogs
say, it looks as if the producer was most- a
NOTICE.
year at a profit of five dollars per bead
lie cau at least compete
to blame.
ly
that
eb«'
than to sell fifty hogs in that time at a
The subecrl'ier hereby gives notice
if
and
with California and Florida
Italy,
head. It looks
hts I'eeu dulv appointed administratrix of
I he will set about it. Why does he not profit of one dollar per
th<- estute of
like you are making money quick and
ALBERT C. McCRELLIS late of Norway,
in
W.
Cbamberlin
do it?—John
Country fast to sell a number of such hogs, but,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Gentleman.
bonds as the 'aw directs. All persons having
in fact, you are losing.
deceased
said
of
estate
demands against the
"Most farmers are good judges of
are desired to present the same for settlement,
Ten Cent Oleomargarine Tax.
The
horses, but fewer are good judges of
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
of
the
United
Why did the Congress
ptvnent Immediate'*-'
hogs. Many of them judge by the size
NANCY L. McCRELLIS.
Oct. lsth, 1»10.
Slates euact the present oleomargarine and roughness of the boue rather than
internal
an
for
law which provides
by the fiesb. Last year I showed two
revenue tax of ten cents per pound on
of the same age and condition.
Was hogsshowed his
colored
oleomargarine?
artificially
One
bone, but the other was
it to permit the butter producers of the thicker fieshed. Both were good hogs,
country to exact a high price for butter but the latter was immensely better,
as has been claimed? To make such a
according to all good judges. The inclaim is a pretty serious indictment of experienced farmers took the former bog
Of
course
our federal law making body.
to be the better of the two be cause they
butter is higher in price than it was ten ■aid he had better bone. The fact was
of
necessities
other
that he had a finer bone, but did no'
years ago but so are
life. The percentage of oleomargarine cover it up bo well. Farmers should
a
bears
market
the
now being put upon
learn to judge hogs and other stock as
the Maine farmer is forging right up
higher ratio to the amount of butter con- they are jndged at fairs. They are supThis
it
did
ten
do
it
can't
than
You
sumed
ago.
front.
years
any
to the
posed to be judged by men who know."
with the fact that less than
Please remember that I coupled cent of the oleomargarine sold
other way.
three per
Fitting the collar to the horse is a
In the manuis taxed at ten cents per pound proves rather difficult task.
has
absolutelaw
that the oleomargarine
facture of collars the leather is soaked
butter.
of
with
the
do
pricc
till it is as limp as a rag, and then is fitly nothing to
Congress enacted this law to prevent ted over a steel form representing the
The
of
sale
the
in
oleomargarine.
fraud
shape of the horse's neck. When dry
in their busi- law was never intended to prevent the these collars are so firm and stiff that
make this a
ento
or
of
sale
oleomargarine
honest
usually it is impossible to buckle the
We carry a big stock all the hance the interests of the butter pro- harness
ness.
tight enough to bring them to
in the ducer* of the country, but rather to pro the shape of the animal's neck, and the
You can get
time
tect the one against fraud in the pur- shoulders are therefore adjusted to the
Farm Machinery line frona a Gas- chase of butter or oleomargarine and the
collar, rather than the collar to the
oline Engine or Manure Spreader to other against fraudulent competition.
shoulders, with sore shoulders as the resale
the
to
compel
sult. The neck and shoulders of no two
Congress intended
a small Garden Cultivator, and the
color
its
natural
in
of oleomargarine
horses are alike. It is therefore necesof
iostead
soon
will
or
You
white
made.
so)
nearly
best there is
(which is
sary to avoid this soreness, that a stiff
is
of
butter
color
(which
natural
iu the
collar be adjusted to the shoulders of the
want a
time re
horse for which it is intended. To do
yellow). Congress at the same
duced the former tax of two cents pel this, take the poorly fitting collar, new
of
pound on oleomargarine to one-fourth is or old, wrap It around and around again
a cent per pound when the product
with a thoroughly wet cloth; or place
butcolored to look like
the unwrapped collar in tbree inches of
You can Jo I not artificially
for your fall
water and let it remain over night. In
ter.
much better and a
ν our
Congress used its taxing power to pre- the morning put the collar on the horse,
of oleomargarine and with bame straps draw it snugly to
than you I vent fraud in the sale
great deal easier with one
because it had no other effective means the sides of the neck; be sure that the
result. When bame slaps are properly adjusted, then
that
old
the
walking plow. of accomplishing
can to chase
is put upon the market in work the horse moderately through the
oleomargarine
one
very important its natural color, thus making it imAnd don't forget
day. After soaking in this way the oollar
one
for the
will adjust itself to every inequality ol
item, you can get
possible to commit fraud, the tax is
tnd three-fourths cents less per pound the shoulder, and the horse will seldom
m ichines you buy here.
than under any previous oleomargarine be troubled with soreness. Repeat the
law.
process whenever the oollar is found not
The butter producer» of the country to fit. The bamo straps should b<
are benefited by oleomargarine legisla- properly adjusted at top and bottom to
of
Utiou only in so far as tho integrity
suit the shape of the horse's neck.—M
the dairy industry is sustained—a bene- Vf. Harper
South Paris, Maine.
citother
shared
is
by every
fit which
It is estimated that the total value of
It is a most imporlaut branch of
izen
to poultry products in the United States Id
essential
as
»s
it
and
SALE.
quite
FOR
agriculture
1Θ0Θ was $2.400,000,000, one-quarter of
the destruction of an agriculHorse, good worker, lively driver, prevent
as It to to pre- whioh, or 9600,000,000, represents the
fraud
by
tural industry
in- value of poultry products marketed, on
also
vent tbs destruction of our banking
industrie» in the basis that farmers and other poultry
other
of
the
Live poult.y and cows wanted.
or
any
dustry
raisers consume three times as much as
GEORGE M. ELDER,
which every good citizen is interested.—
is sold.
South Paris. The National Dairy Union.

A. W. Walker & Son

by

A. KENNEY,

Live Stock Values Appreciated.

Maine farmers are taking more in<
terest in their live stock and the place
they fill on the farm than ever before,
They are realizing more the difference
between an extra animal and one that it
merely good, and are trying to breed the
best they can. So much attention and
agitation has been giveu tie' matter oi
securing better stock that the farmers
have realized that co operative work
would assist them to solve some of the
problems they cannot handle al>>ne. Ac
a result of this agitation the Maine L v>
Stock Breeders' Association was organized for the purpose of improving and
proteoting live stock interests. Thin
association is composed principally of
the farmers of the state who are actually
breeding stock, so that the control of
the assuciatiou is in the hands of practical men. One of the first things to be
done in co-operative work of any kind is
to bave tbe members of aa association
get together and become somewhat acquainted in order that they may know
each other and the problems and difficulties the various members are encountering. Then, too, a gathering of people
interested in the same thing has a tendency to inciease the enthusiasm of tbe
work as well as to learn about tbe difficulties aud successes.
On November 15th and 16th, tbe Maine
breeders are planning a two days' wide
The
awake meeting at Waterville.
Board of Trade has very kindly offered
for
rooms
tbe use of tbe City Council
this meeting and in many ways is planning to make things convenient for those
who attend. Tbe programme for this
meeting will include reports of tho conditions of the various live stock in tbe
sUte, each report to be given by a man
who is actually breeding this stock.
Mr. George M. Rommel, Chief of tbe
Division of Animal Husbandry, U. S.
Department of Agriculture, will give a
lecture on "Raising Draft Horses in
Maine." Mr. Rommel has been In the
state duriug the past summer for the express purpose of studying Maine so that
be would be familiar with local conditions in order that he migbt be better
able to present his subject.
Other speakers will include men prominent in live stock work in the state.
The University of Maine will be represented by P. A. Campbell, Professor of
Animal Husbandry, Leon S. Merrill,
Director of Extension Work, and Dr. F.
Professor of Veterinary
L. Russell,
Science and Bacteriology.
There are many phases of live stock
work which require thoroughly organized attention in order to promute their
welfare.
Many matters need to be
brought before the coming legislature in
order to improve and protect live stock
interests. On this account it will be
necessary to transact a large amount of
business at this meeting.
Secretary R. \V. Redman, State Dairy
Instructor, will issue a detailed programme in tbe course of a few days.
Men and women who are intetested in
live stock work are plannning to attend
tbe meeting and make it one of tbe most
successful of its kind ever held in Maine.

anything

Sulky Plow

plowing.
plowing

repairs

A. W. Walker & Son,
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Alters

ceased

biting bis nail· and

rested a long, lean chin in the hollow·
of his hands.
"I could tell you something that
would surprise you." be said, gazing at
me across the table.
1 stared at him expectantly.

"What?" I monosyllabled.
Artere gloomed meditatively, but
showed no disposition to answer.
The girl on the cot flung a pitifully
tbln arm over her bead and moaned
and murmured In her sleep.

"Well, what?" 1 reiterated sharply.
The long trip thnt day across the monotonous. never ending white plain
had done little toward improving my
temper.
Arters arose to his great height,
tsquared his broad shoulders aud tiptoed around the table.
"1 am G<>d!" ht» whispered iu my ear.
I saw that I had to do with u mad-

man

"This Is a strange world." continued
Arters, a ruminant note in his voice.
"Here we are come, you aud 1. to this
forsaken country In a quest for a lost
woman explorer aud all for a miserable pittance doled out to us by a ChiHe brushed an imcago newspaper."
"My
patient hand across him eyes
memory isn't all that it should be."
he coufessed. "1 should have remem
bered who 1 was—am—and then this
trip would have been unnecessary."
Arters cast u furtive glance toward
the cot iu the dim corner. "Is she au
angel." he murmured querulously, "or
Hut h Proctor, the girl we came searchI can't seem to remember
ing for?
somehow."
"Both." I answered, and my companion was satislied.
It seemed years since the Meteor
had assigned us. staff reporters at the
time, to the hazardous task of iindiug
Ruth

I'mctor.

the

intrepid girl

ex-

years before to Und the north pole aud was
now supposed to be somewhere in the
vicinity ot the ninetieth degree.
The Meteor Is not one to stint its
embassies
We. the words of Arters
to the contrary, fairly reveled In mon-

plorer, who had

set out two

ey. aud the essentials of the trip were
all forthcoming aud were of the best.
Our boat, the Lost Hope, was a marvel
of technical construction, made for
this very purpose aud for our enter-

>ri«sing journal.

Miss Proctor, the young society wowho had forsworu New York
and the callow amusements of her set
to do something really worth while,
had been conspicuous In the limelight
on the eve of her departure and for
twelve tuouths thereafter. Now if she
was referred to at all iu the papers
formerly eut busing over her nerve and
daring she was given no more than a
Her fame bade
passing paragraph.
fair to be niched with that of her Illustrious predecessor. Andre, the fame
man

of—failure.
But the Meteor kept un impatient
eye northward, and when the relief
expedition mine home without lier Arters and I were given the word to go

in search of the girl.
Arters was the Benjamin J. Arters
of much mad scrambling on the part
of ambitious dailies that lusted for his
Lie was a writer
efficient services.
keen of brain and pen nud one of the
salaried fnet getters In the

highest
world

of

smudge and cheap

had now eaten down to almost the
last of our pemmlran. Tomorrow we
would dig up our treasure, enough to

lis until we reached not too distant civilization.
Arters suddenly ceased his mad Jumble of words. He pillowed his head on
his arms and slept.
I yawned, and
despite ray resolve to stay awake and
punrd my mad comrade, the rhythmic
breathing of the two sleepers lulled
me to nn unconscious condition.
I was awakened by a gentle shake
of the arm
The frightened eyes of
Hutli Proctor stared into mine. All Illness s»»emed to have vanished from her.
•'He Is dead." she gasped and point-d an eloquent finger at the still form

last

Exploring

an

how. had got timber enough
together for that same purpose, was
the point of our first food cache We

paper.

No college degree journalist was Arters. but a reporter.
Smith, the managing editor, had said
to me. "You are to accompany Arters"—not on account of my stellar
on the stafT. understand, but

positiou

because 1 had been one of the adventurers in that first rush t-Q the Yukon
and knew my north
Our ship had rare good luck, the ico
drift allowing us at the last to come
within a (juarter mile of the silent
Maid of Orleuus. Ruth Proctor's boat
The log
Of course It was deserted.
\Ve had no way of
book was prone.
telling whether the crew had returned
rush
to the trail after the original flrst
toward the pole or perished of cold.
With four Eskimos, dogs and sledges
Our
we began the tail of our trip.
same
route In all probability was the

that of Ituth Proctor's party.
Our
Eskimos are peculiar humans.
but
men seemed perfectly contented,
of our
one morning we crawled out
sleeping bags to find them gone. They
had taken with them our fastest dogs,
of our
two sledges and a large supply
Wisely we decided not to
as

provisions

pursue
Fate must have planned our expedition with an eye for the melodraAt any rate, when we found
matic
she was
the fur Hud nmld explorer
alone. seemingly deserted by everyhnd half crazed and sick. She

body

this
had fo<>d. but In order to make
last she had been slowly starving herself to death. She was moving toward
1 fell in love with her
the pole!
straightway, and I guess Arters did.
Ruth I'roctor was a witching thing
lesplte her ugly, shape destroying
skins. and the hunger and snow fever
bad made her dainty face but that
much more pathetically beautiful. Dethe pole
spite her stem resolve to find
and the eelf reliance of her. she was

opposite me.
An Investigative hand touching the

Iced flesh of him testified to the truth
of this.
V\ it h Infinite tact Miss Proctor came
forward and placed a soft little hand
in mj own. "1 will be little bother to
"The snow
you." she said simply.
What-what
sickness has left me.
shall we do with"— The tenrs sprang
from the black depths of her eyes, and
she turned her head away, unable to
complete the seutence.
"We must leave him here," I answered. "Wo have only one sled, you
know. Later I will return for him."
"To think." came brokenly from the
lips of the maid explorer, "that he gave
up his life In his efTort to save mine."
W oman-IIke. she cradled her pretty
face in her arms and abandoned herself to her grief.
It devolved upon me to still the wail
in my own heart and be practical.
Don t," I whispered, so close to her
that I felt her fragrant breath brush
my cheek as she raised pathetic eyes
"What Is done cannot be unto me.

done."
In what would be the morning in
the United States I went forth and
dug for our reserve food supply and—
dug in vain! Some vandal had pirated
it during our absence.
With a heavy heart I returned to the

shack. The girl stared interrogatively
at my empty hands.
"Looted." I ventured briefly. What
good tor me to put otT the truth?
hveutually she would have to know.
"I am sorry for your sake," she answered. and again an inexplicable look

gone temporarily.
I was worried, and had been for
His gaunt
<ome time, about Arters.
had
face
metamorphosed into a
flinched, weird caricature of Its former leanness, and If I spoke to him
was

curiously nor
deigned an answer. Occasionally he
broke out Into a babble of meaningless sounds apropos of nothing what-

suddenly

he

started

He would
In our arctic world.
sometimes catch himself at this and
flush shamefacedly.
Arters was now again back >' the
ever

rickety chair across the table fr ii me,
mumbling incoherently and with his
great knotted hands clinching aud unflinching restlessly.
This deserted shack, erected by sonit
forgotten voyager who, Providence

Ou the gateposts in frout of the
Brainerd homestead two fut Jack-o'Innterus grinned u cheerful welcome to
the eight happy young people who
were so fortunate as to receive invitations for a Halloween frolic from Hose
and Perry Brainerd.
Itose and Perry heard the eight
come laughlugly through the gate, and
they ran to the front door to welcome
them. On their side of the from door
were lanterns also, the light shining
brightly through their triangular teeth.
The brother and sister drew their
friends into the wide, old fashioned
hall, which was lighted only by the

large fireplace,

in which the

logs

were

blazing and more merry Jack-o'lan
terns on mantel, table and post.
The boys all trooped off together to
readjust their neckties and the girls
to smooth their curie aud braids.
When they again met in the hall they
All the boys
had greatly changed.
wore monks' peaked hoods, which concealed their faces, and long black

cloaks, which completely disguised
thein.
The girls wore Jaunty black
witch hats with a round brim and a

very high peaked crown. They wore
When
capes of bright red cambric.
the girls entered the boys were all
crowded on a settle, each in the sum.
position, with head bent and face com
pletely covered with the hood.
"Xow, girls." said Mrs. Brainerd.
"see if you know your own brothers.
You may select them from thN group

the settle."
"Be sure you settle ou the right
one," said the boys in concert.
with the tallest
"We will begin
witch." Mrs. Brainerd again began.
"Which witch?" chorused from Unon

settle.
"The
went

on

girl," Mrs. Brainerd
serenely, "may point to tlu

tallest

striug

on a

are

wliicb whiz around

complete in every de-

tail. and those made in celluloid are

splendid toys that boys will be delighted to receive for Christmas presents.

The popularity of electric traction is

reflected in the Increased sales of electric trains and trams. The motorcar
and taxicab figure prominently on the
shelves. These are provided with hooters, adjustable hoods. windows which
can be lowen-d. glass screens, lamps
and even the telltale taximeter itself.

Monkeys and bears on trapezes,
squeal and grunt continually,

which

are new and are bound to cause endThere are those which turn
less futi
Innumerable somersaults until the motive power gives out.
In the parlor and board gaine department uew ideas arc rampant. The
old fashioned Christinas tree luay tie
superseded by the lucky pies, a big
box full of prizes bearing numbers,
which have to be drawn f«>r

The Alway* Popular Tool Chest.
There are few boys who are uot
"tickled te death" when Santa Claus

brother sin· thinks she recognize*. am!
she may have three guesses, and I;

into lier eyes.
"We must go at once." I warned.
"We have only enough provisions for
about two days."
After a meager meal I hitched the
dogs (Arters had long since been laid
at rest) und went back for the girl,
who was douuiim her heavy arctic
co't and mittens. Λ noise caused me
to leap to the door of ihe hut just in
time

leaves theui a tool box. and now that
the
manual trutuiiiu is taught in
schools most ι toys know how to use the
I»ut they must be
tools intelligently.
of the best <iuality to tie ol any prac
And a watch! Well, the
tlcal value.
height of a boy's glory is readied

lithe

uiad.

huskies,

loo(j li.iX

my
streaks of gray, speeding across the
suow In pursuit of that raru avis, an
arctic hare.
Yelping cxciledlj. they refused to respond to my cries in fact, it is doubtto

sec

gone.

—Ιο,,,Ι

»

e.ves, I saw the girl. I knew from the
pallor of her face that shv had seen
•.ill, but 1 attempted a brave smile.
"They will return," 1 spolre reassur-

ingly.

"Perhaps," she said softly. "1 know

them and

their ways, you

member." She smiled at

me

iuust re-

bravely.

my arms were about her.
1 know not bow it happened.
"My love." I said passlouately, "must

Suddenly

here Just when we have
we die
found each other?" At last 1 bad
fathomed the secret In the eyes of her.
"Deareet," she said, looking up at
last from my shoulder, "you will never

know the snow as I do. Search again
for your supplies. I have a belief—I
can't tell why—that you will find
them."
I loo!eel Sure enough, they were not
two feet from where I had hunted.
Luck now cloyed us with her favors.
That night the dogs came whining to
the door, and—oh. marvel!—the sledge,
though overturned, was with them.
"Iluth," I philosophized,

vamp

(logs

"some

good

out of it. for I am sure had the
not run away I would not have

had the courage to speak."
And the lips of her came close••loser!
·······
The trip was done In safety. The

to my
maid explorer
given
eblp—a maid no longer, however, but
over

wnf

tbankn to « venturing, gold hunting
clergyman, my wife.

EYE OF THE CAMERA.
a
The Picture It Brought From Out
Dark Cavern.
Dr. Francis Clark told an interesting
who
of a youth living in Maine

story

out in the woods one day taking
of attractive bits of scenmoutb of a litery. Ile came upon the
and he
tle cavern between the rocks,
sort
said to himself. "I will see what
wus

photographs

of picture 1 can get out of that cave,"
decidand as It was a dark day he
ined to take a "time exposure"
stead of a "snapshot." Steadying the
well as be
cuiuern upon his knee as
could at the edge of the cave, he gave
the sensitive plate a long, deliberate
look at the semidarkness withia. Then
he continued bis tramp through the

woods and after

a

few hours returned

to

danger.—Christian

Did His Beat.
The youpg

politician

was as

obliging

limit to
When the reporter
his possibilities.
asked him what his wife would wear
a
at the mayor's reception he assumed
confidential air
"I'll tell you Just as much as I know
myself." he said "Last nigbt she told
This
she should wear white.
me
sbe'd
at breakfast she said
as

possible. but there

morning

was a

decided <>n her rose colored gown,
ber she
when I said goodby to
rose
spread a gray one beside the
black
on (I on oue chair and ber

and
bnd
collace

was
:M*si(ie the while on another and
closet.
nikiiiu something else out of the
a book as
II net halt hadn't caugbt on
she turned round I might bave been
Comable to tell you more."—Youth's

panion.
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DESK CLOCK AND PAI'EHWEIGHT.

in gun metal fur îl.'Jfi or in silver at
the same price. The diameter is three
and one-eighth inches.
Comfort For the Weary Man.
When the business man uets home
at night after a hard day's work the
first thing lie wants is a good dinner,
the next a good cigar, and probably
the third move will be toward the
couch for forty winks before he 19
wide awake enough to hear about the
cook who, etc.. and the children's
naughty ways, etc. So give him a
cushion for his weary bead to rest
Stenciled designs on tapestry,
upon.
linen or leather are much admired.
There should be no fussiness about a
man's cushion, and don't make it at
home, for the shops are full of attractive cushions that are as cheap as any
woman can make.
For the Average Man.
If the lawyer of the family needs a
new brief case get him one for Christmas.
Shaving stands are line presents for men who shave themselves.
Handy bill folds may tie bought from
•rt0 cents up. Hiding crops for the man
who rides horseback, playing cards of
some odd design or a cribbage board
are all line things to give the masculine sex.
Silk slumber robes or bathrobes
make uselul presents, and a half dozeu Initial handkerchiefs with the new
tllm drop letters are not to be overlooked.
The Latest Key Kings.
are uot U"w gifts, but
there are some new designs this year
The
that are extremely swagger.
horseshoe jatteru will appeal to the

Key rings

when he gets a really truly timepiece.
The popularity ot the watch is well
exemplified iu one of Mr Dooley's famous stories, in which the hero prayed
for a watch .·'< .1 Christmas gift, but.
much to his disgust, received a hair

With a heavy
ful If they heard me
heart I remembered that everything
was packed in the sledge.
1 turned despairingly. The dogs were

They might return; more likely
The arctic huskythey would not
more wolf than «log— is an unknown
quantity.

Gift For the Newspaper Man.
For the news editor or for the business man whose time is divided into
an allotted space nothing could possibly be more practical and at the same
time more attractive in appearance
than a desk clock and paperweight
This little clock comes either framed

A TOT AEROPLANE.

Captive airships

came

his camp.
deSeveral weeks afterward, when
Ills plates, you can imagine
veloping
η most feminine person.
his astoulshinent to see in the picture.
We turned back. The girl, now that
with
In the very center of the caveru.
the tncentlve for keeping up was parand
arched back and bristllug fur
tialis removed, grew seriously 111, and 'within springing distance of the sj>ot
ufter nine days on the back track we where he had balanced bis camera, a
came across a deserted shanty that
huge Canada lyux that might easily
he
had been a vantage point on our polehave destroyed his life. And yet
v-ard trip and prepared to-stay there came and went and saw no signs of
Herald.
antll she was some recovered. We
Snew nothing of her struggle nor why
Her mind
we had found her alone.

HALLOWEEN
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
WITCH PARTY FOR BOtS WD EltS

mechanically connected with the
lid. so tli.it wheD the foriuer Is raised
the latter slides out of Itself, closing
in the cigar size
mechanically too.
A smaller one, for
this box costs $10.
cigarettes, sells at $3.
Is

THE GI11L8 HAI> ΟΚΚΛΤ

Fl Ν

CUUUB1XIU.

<*haln that raveled.

guesses correctly who he is he
will take her to rhe dining room,
where supper is waiting."
The girls had great fun choosing and
made many mistakes, to the great delight of tiie boys, but at length they

Things a Boy Likes.
Lie likes a pair of hockey skates,
footballs, an air rill··, college pennants,
a
desk, games, jackknlves. tie clips,
and if you want to delight Ids heart
give him a silver poeketknife with his
School and college
ou it.
were all seated round the large dining monogram
now the monogram scarf
and
just
decorated
pins
was
which
gay!y
room table,
what he'll want. Among
with bright red geraniums ami yellow pin may be
to be found
The dining room more useful presents are
slit·

chrysanthemums.

also was lighted with wonderful jacko'-lanterns of a 1S sizes and expressions.
The supper was just such as would

sweaters, school or dress suits. If the
boy is interested in wireless telegraphy
all kinds of batteries and appliances
will help along the cause. Should you
want a present for the small boy or
for one of larger growth who belongs
to a drum corps get him a really «ood
drum and he'll be happy, but his parWhat dif
ents probably will suffer.
It's Christmas!
ference?

There
to read than to eat.
great excitement over the ring
cake, which < outaiued. besides the ring,
a thimble, which would destine tin· re
celver to marriage with a widower.
After supper was trick time. The
tri ris one by one trotted round the out
side of the house with the family
broom, and each ^rirl met every one of

What a Girl Likes.
If she Is a wee lassie who can just
trundle a doll's carriage or is old
enough to feel the real responsibility

a hungry irirl and Icy -oyster
for
soup, with heart shaped crackers,
first course: hot creamed potatoes
broiled chicken; currant jelly and dainafter the
ty little rolls, then salad, and.
ice cream and cake, fruit, nuts and
raisins, with motto can.lies, more de

delight

lettable
was

the silent, monkish brothers stationed
at Intervals along lier path. As none
of the girls would tell what she had
seen, each one had to run the gantlet
Then each girl wen I down cellar back-

carefully

turned

ouf

ou

a

molding

board so that it retains the shape of
the bowl, then each one carefully cuts
The one who first
a slice of flour.
strikes the dime has to find It and extract It from the flour with his nose!
Each one was blindfolded in turn and

a hand into one of three sail
the saucers being changed after
each trial. The one who put a finger
Into the empty saucer was destined to
a
single blessedness, the one who
dipped In Inky water was destined to
a widow or widower, and the one who
in clear water to be the first

dipped
cers,

dipped

choice.

Fortunes were told in an improvised
Mrs. Brainerd's sister was the
tent.
Then
gypsy who revealed the future.
came games and ghost stories, and the

delightful evening

was over.

Halloween Chestnuts and Popcorn.
the
Chestnuts with initials cut in
to
side with a sharp knife are set
The initials may be W or S to
roast.
shall be
signify whether the recipient
wedded or remain single. The comfirst nut that
pany is numliered. The
and it is expops belongs to No. 1.
amined to see what iultials it has
marked on it. The initials reveal the
future fate of No. 1. The second nut

which iiops reveals the fate of No. 2.
and so on. The nuts will have to be
watched closely, for sometimes they
pop close together.
I'o|>corn can be tried later. Each
kerone puts into the popper as many
nels as there are years in Ills life. That
Is, If Mary is fifteen she puts fifteen
and holds It for
kernels In thr

popper

uiiuutes ver the fire: then she removes the pu ier and takes out the
kernels. Then some one else tries It.
The number of white popped kernels
In each one's popper tells in bow many
waits her.
years a happy ma
two

MAN'S Kir B.Ui
A titt«*<l kit bag what man doesn't
long for one? There is no risk to be
ruii for a wouinu buying oue of these
traveling ne«-rssiiies if she goes ΐυ a
reliable shop uo such risk as iu pur·
chasing cigars. neckties ami the like.
The kit bag pletured is in English
russet leather and is >heep lined ami

tit ι * <1 with «Ί ton y military brushes,
comb and wliisp. hook, tii·· and scissors, flask and toothbrush tube, tooth
powder bottle, soap l*>.\ and cologne
Kitted It
tiask, with fine nickel tops

ward with a looking glass lo see her
future lover. This time the boys promised on their honor not to leave the
hall where the rest of the girls were
gathered. They kept their word, but
each girl saw t liront; h her looking
glass a handsome ctiigy of a man
with ti green cabbage for a head,
which had been stationed in the cellar.
All together they roasted chestnuts,
named apple» and cut slices from u
bowl of flour. These are all old tricks,
Is
very old. In the flour trick a dime
hidden In a bowl of flour, the flour Is

sM.VliT Jih Y iunos.
with sporty tastes. The loop on
the "whip" fastens over one end of the
horseshoe, making a clever device.
The elephant key ring is very uew.
It bas a hinged loop. which goes over
the end of the trunk
man

and unfitted $1!».
Cheaper
haïs are, of course, to be had that answer the same purpose, but they are
not nearly so good looking
costs

A Coin Worth Millions.
the world-posslbly
of
among the relics kept by some lover
the great Napoleon-there is a fortune,
coins
perhaps unsuspected. Among the
Napoleon had minted were some millions of five franc pieces, aud be déterminai to popularize these In an extraordinary way. In one of the coins,

Somewhere in

DOLL

It A H

V CAKRIAOB.

dollie as big as herself, she'll like
not hint; better thau one of the u|> to
date baby carts exactly like those a
real baby takes lier airing in. The car
riage illustrated is a new model put
out for the Christmas trade and tit»
cheapest of them sells for $3.00. Th«
is the same at all prices, tli
of

a

shape

difference being merely in the appoint
monts of the catI'iuge. <>f course Hi·
fash
very wee ^Irl will have an old
ioned model or a very tiny replica of

this new variety.
Proud as Punch Is the small girl
when she wears lier set of furs thai
This
Kris Krlngle lias brought her
assortment
year there is a fascinating
or these sets, ranging all the way from
ermine to the near ermine, which is

just plain rabbit

or

cat.

but

pretty

Chinchilla
nevertheless.
Is un attractive pell for young girls,
and lately even the black furs havi
been considered smart for youthful
ana

dainty

wearers.

FOR BUSINESS MEN
Cannon to Hold Cigars
The woman in search of a usi fu:
Christmas gift for husband or brothci
i.
need not ponder further if Hie m m

be pleased is a smoker
Some attractive articles in brass at:
One of
swer the question for her.

these represents a mortar mounted on
It is eight Inches in
gun carriage.
means
length, six In height, and by
of the sturdy wheels can be eouven
wli *re
iently moved around the table
several are enjoying the fragrant
weed together. The mouth of the can
while
non Is designed to hold cigars,
elsewhere are attached match safe and

a

ash receiver.
Another new arrival worth describ
f r ciing is a well made brass box
t > itie
gars or cigarettes, according
Therr Is a
size of the box selected.
drawer in the bottom divided off Into
etc. This
çompartmeata for matches,

/

a
tiny size, was inclosed a
signed by Napoleon and promising the sum of 5.000.000 francs to the

folded to
note

finder of that

particular

coin.

Nat-

urally everybody who changed a large
frauc
piece demanded the new five
coins in exchange and. as a rule, prob-

ed and dug and sounded the metal tn
Hut
note.
eager search for the hldùci
the years went on. and yet the note

Napoleon's plighted
did not appear.
word is a sacred trust to the French
nation, aud today the government
stands ready to pay the debt, which,
with Interest, is uow worth many millions.—Loudon Answers.

A Grand Rout.
It is uot always the largest foe who
can uiake the greatest disturbance and
In bis
cause the most confusion.
"Hunting Grounds of the Great West"
Richard Irving Dodge tells of a little
incident of tbe Mexican war which

proves that it is quality, not quantity,
which is most effective.
While General Taylor's little army
was marching from Corpus Cbristl to
Matamoras a soldier of the flank of
the column fired at a bull. Tbe animal
charged, and the soldier, taking to bis
heels, ran into the column. The bull,
undaunted by the number of tbe ene-

my. followed him headlong, scattering
several regiments like chuff, aud finally
escaped uuliurt. having demoralized
and put to (light an army which a few
days after covered Itself with glory
five times
by victoriously

encou/uerlng

its number of burnuu enemies.

#

Not For His Business.
"Rut they say." remarked the patron,
"he lia- a go<*l head for business"
replied the t>nrber.
"XoiisensH!"
•

«\Ίι\

!·Ιι:.ι

he's iib*n!ule|v bald

ο···?»
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Job Pbibtixo .—Sew type, fast presses, electric
and low prit·*»
power, experience·! workmen
bus)
combine to make this department of oar
■•■•a complete and popular.

»5l«tE COPIES.

are four cent*
Single Copies of the Democrat
of price by
each. They will be mailed on receipt
of patron*
convenience
the
for
or
the publisher»
been
placed on
ilngle copies of each Issue have
<ai« at the following places In the County
Hhurtleff's Drug Store.
,p> ith Paris,
Ν τ way.
Noyés* Drug Store.
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole. Hostmaater.
Ru<kdeld.
Mrs. Harlow. Voat office
P: rte Hill,
Samuel T. White.
w st Paris

Coming Event*.
Bolster's Mills
Nov. I —Oxford PomonaGrange.
of Maine Sum
So··. ».8, 10— Annual meeting
Auburn.
Po'nolngical Society.
Association,
Jau 3 5. -Western Maine Poultry
Niwr Hall, South Parla.
NEW

A D V KKTISKM Κ NTS.

A Prediction About Oysters.
Warm Night Ko! es.
Tbe Underwear Question.
Hot Water Bottles.
Paris 1 rust Company.
Kor Dvspepsla.
Kor Bald Heads.
Catarrh Sufferers.
Clever Women.
S-A Horse Blankets.

Improving Sight.

Get the licet.
Kor Sale.
Wanted.
Petition for Pardon.
Bankrupt's Pciiiiou for Discharge.
Milk and Cream.
For Sale.
Kor Sale.

Mere and There.
Three deaths of "aviators" last week.
we learn to Ητ.

Through such

The Man about Town of the Argus
a
also pitches into that habit of calling
cent a penny. It is strauge how that
error baa fixed itself upon Americans.
We are an intelligent people, jet almost
universally we say penny when we mean
A penny i« an English coin, with
cent.
a value of a little leas than two cents.
a
It is just as incorrect to call a cent
it a sou or a
penny as it would be to call

kopeck.

It seems to be assumed that the open
ing of the Panama canal will be celebrated with a big exposition in this country
New Orleans and San Francisco
in 1915.
are tba two cities of consequence which
are competing for tbe honor of the exposition, and newspapers and organizations which bave a particle of influence
are being tlooded with li erature setting
forth the claims of the two oities.

Puis Mill.
Kim Baptist Church, Rev. β. W. r. HUUpaaicr.
Preaching every Sunday M 10:46 Α. M.
iuudav School at 12. Sabbath evening servie·
1"rayer Meeting Thursday evening at
it 7 S».
Covenant Meeting the laat rrMay beror
Γ -30.
A.1
:ht* let Sunday of the month at 3 30 P. u.
not otherwise connected are cordially lnvlteii

Β Ryerson and family, who
have been spending a month with his
parents, Mr. aud Mrs. Frank C. Ryerson,
for the benetit of hie health, returned
Saturday to their home in Mansfield.
Mass.
Austin P. Stearns, Jr., went to the
Hospital In
Central Maine General
Lewiston Thursday, and later underwent
The operation
an operation for hernia.
was successful and he is reported aa doing well.
Rev. Mr. Joslln of Norway will sup
ply the palpit at the Baptist church next
Sunday, the service beginning at quarter
of eleven o'clock.
Admiral and Mrs. H. W. Lyon are pre
paring to make some alterations to the
building* at "Lyonsden" and are at the
Hubbard House for the present.
William G. Harlow, Wm. E. Atwood.
Misses lone, Gertrude and
aud the
Koaella Harlow of Dixfield were the
guests of relatives here Sunday.
Mr. aud Mrs. Benj. S. Doe and Mr. and
Mrs Rosette Slattery started Sunday for
a camping trip at Weld Pond in Franklin County.
There ia an advertiaed letter at the
Paris post office for Misa Helen Sawyer
Mra. Delphine Jackson of Bridgton in
visiting her daughter, Mrs. W. H. Cum-

Perley

"*

mings.

East Sumner.

Mrs. Sharon Robinson and daughter.
Mra. Addie F. Keene, visited at Canton
a few days last week.
has returned
James D. Boa worth
from a visit to relatives in Massachusetts
W. H. Eastmaa attended the Oxford
Conference at South Paris laat week.
A wedding ceremony in Uartford prevented Rev. S. C. Eaton from attending
the meetings at South Paris as he intended to do.
Saturday, the 22d, was observed by
Union Grange as "Harvest Day" with a
good attendance and tine exhibits of
tarm, orchard and garden products.
John H. Robinson is one of the few
that raised nearly an average crop ol
apples. Generally, the crop is far below
the average. Other farm and garden
crops have beeu quite good.
Old time "husking*" have been revived at several farms this fall.
Since the big gathering of the veteran
soldiers at Buckfield on the last day of
August, three members of Co. C, 23d
Maine Regiment, have been "mustered
out" by death, Osgood Drew, Stephen
C Heald and Edgar T. Record. Capt.
Charles H. Prince of Buckfield is the
only one of the ten captains that went
So
out with the regiment, now living.
far as we know, Judge Enos T. Luce,
who was Lieutenant Colonel of the regiraenr, ia living, In Waltbam, Mass., we
thiuk. Co. C, commanded by Capt.
Prince, numbered 97 men. Of this number 00 have died leaving only 37 living
and of this number some may have died
as the location of some is not now known
Sumner has lost during
to the writer.
the present year three of her old soldiers
and the Congregational church baa lost
three of its members, two of whom were
its deacons.
Mrs. Moses Young sends ua ripe field
strawberries picked from the field on
Oct. 20, and hopes to find some more by
Nov. 1st. The blossoms are plentiful
and appareutly as fresh as in June.
Snow Oct. 27, which reminds us that
on the same date 59 years ago euow fell
to the depth of 7 inches, and on Nov. 10
of that year (1S51 ) permanent sledding
for the winter came. Rev. B. G. Willey
moved from Conway, Ν. H., to Sumner
on that date.

Ια this connection it may be of a little
interest to note where the Panama canal
really is. If we haven't stu'iied our map
with some care, we have doubtless a hazy
idea that New Orleans and San Francisco
will be only a little distance apart by
water when tbe canal is open; that one
could go aboard a steamer at one of
thoee cities and land at the other in
three or four days. By studying the map
a little we discover that, measuring in an
air line, the distance from New Orleans
to the canal is about the same as from
York City to Houston, Texas, and
that a dight which would take one from
San Francisco to the cauai would, by
turning in a ditferent direction, take him
North Waterford.
from the Golden Gate across the contiIt's some ways
Μγη. Alonzo Brown of Stoneham is
nent to Newfoundland.
from our southern border to the canal visiting at John McAllister's.
Mrs. Augustus Manning has returned
zone.
from Now Jersey, West Virginia, and
Pennsylvania, wl.ere she lias been visitThe objection to the referendum
some time.
which some honestly felt, that the peo ing
Mrs.
Carrie
Mrs. Lizzie Manning,
use if they had it, seems
not
would
pie
Moultcn, Mrs. Kosa York aud Mrs. Alice
to have been to a certain extent refuted
Perkins attended the Rebekah Assembly
in the last election. Three measures
at Portland.
passed by the last legislature were sub
Mrs. Marion Caldwell bas been doing
mitted to a referendum at our state elechousework at Wintield Perkins' wh:le
tion in September, and all of them were the
was in Portland.
defeated. The only one of tbem which bis wife
Anna Fiske and Mary Dresser went to
could be considered as of state-wide inHarrison Friday and returned Saturday.
terest, the "one per cent beer law," so
Annie York's school bas closed for one
called, received a total vote for and week's vacatton.
of
cent
over
of
per
fifty-one
against
Mrs Whit comb is working at Charles
those who voted for governor. The
Kimball's.
other two were the division of York and
the Portland bridge act. By no stretch
East Waterford.
of the imagination could either of these
The little baby girl of Mr. and Mrs.
be regarded as of importance to more
than a small fraction of the people, and Will Olmstead died the 24th of pneu3 months.
they were really not legitimate subjects mouia at the age of about
H. O. Kolfe took Mr. and Mrs. Ira
fora state referendum. Tet the total
vote on each of them was just under JT Johnson and Ida bumpus to North
vote.
Kryeburg Monday in his auto.
per cant of the governor
Roy Ward well and Cecil Kimball of
are threshing L. E. Mclntire's
.\lbany
In the recent state election, ballots ■ate.
were cast iu ten of the sixteen Maiue
il. Ο. K 'lfe dedicated his box shop
counties for "County Clerk," and pre- with a dauce the 21st. Music by Stearns'
sumably such an officer was elected in Orchestra of Norway. Oyster stew and
each of those counties. Now it seems ce cream
intermission. A most
at
that somebody buugled in preparing the
pleasaut time. Mr. Kolfe is now putting
balot. In many of the states of the u the machinery.
Union there is such an officer as county
clerk, but the title has never been knowo
Lovell.
ία this state until last year. The statKeniston is running the
W.
Henry
of
"Clerks
utes provide for the election
jider mill for Mrs. Bertha Keniston.
of the judicial courts" in each county.
W. U. Farrington has begun work on
of the
They also provide that the clerk
:ι·β new summer hotel at Pleasaut Beach
judicial courts in each county is clerk of m Upper Kezar.
the commisioners. The iast legislature
Β. K. Brown and wife are on a trip of
of
passed an act providing that the clerk
hree weeks in
company wi'h Will
be
commissioners shall
the county
Hatch and wife of Cornish to Shaw's
known as county clerk, and that is the
L'atups in Aroostook County.
Hrst time the title appears in the statutes.
Many apples are being shipped. The
It is fair to assume that this act does not
»uvers are Ο. E. Andrews of this town
establish an office, but merely provides
uni Ingalls of Bridgton.
the clerk of the commissioners with a
definite official title. We have always
North Paris.
until this year elected the "clerk of the
Buck has moved to W-'St
title
of
"Clerk
Charles
the
under
courts"
judicial
of Courts," although a cursory examina- iu inner.
tion of the chapter relating to the elecApples about here have nearly all
tion and duties of such an officer fails »een sold for #2 35 per barrel.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker are going to Bosto reveal that title in so many words.
Now we have nominally elected ten ion for the winter.
The Willing Workers met with Mrs.
county clerks, and the question which
is being considered is, where are we at? IVebb last.
How are we going to get out of the mudDenmark.
dle? As we are in general a reasonable
sort of people, it is probable that comMr. Irving Ingalls shot a nice buck
mon sense will in the end prevail as
ieer Monday which dressed 110 pounds
The com shop labeling room is closed
against any possible technicalities.

ÏNew

The Same Old Bluff.

(Gotham, Ν. Η Mountaineer.)
The New Hampshire Wholesale L:quor
Dealers' Association is spending a good
deal of money in one way and another
telling the people of New Hampshire
what a splendid temperance measure the
present license law is, and that it would
be a crime to repeal it. If the license
law has decreased the consumption of
liqi'or in the state, as the circulars of the
liquor dealers' association imply, isn't I»
mighty poor policy for that association to
oppose the repeal of the law? The fact
of the matter is, the consumption of
liquor in New Hampshire under the
license law has increased as practically
everyone knows, and the liquor dealers'
association, by lying or any other means,
is anxious to extend license territory.
The New Hampshire Liquor Dealers'

'or this season.
Sumner H. Smith has tsken charge of
farm in Georgetown, Mass.
Mrs. W. C Ordway is visiting frieuds
j η New bury port, Mass., for the winter.
Fred Sanborn has about completed his
, lew barn; it is 110 feet long, 42 feet
vide, 18 ft. posts.
Rev. Mr. Peterson of Browntield is to
, mppiy the pulpit in
the Congregational
:burch for the winter.
The first snow storm of the season

Backffeid.
Bethel.
Ιο tbe fire whlob conaumed the baildDr. Brun vu the guMt of friend· in
nge of J. V. Pearson on the Pari· Hilt
Bethel Sand·?, Oct. 23.
there were loat
Henry L. Upton, foimerly one of the road on Sunday, Ihe 23d,
two
teacher· In Gould Academy, ha· been sleveu head of oatfcle, five bones,
»lected aa head of the Wlllard School. pig*, harness and crop·. A few farming

West Paris.

There will b« s Hallowe'en social at
Centennial Hall Monday evening, Oct
ilat, under the direction of the Y. P. J
L. Admission 10 cents for adnlts; children, 5 cents.
Despite the muddy roads caused by
(be rain and enow of Thursday, a large
number partook of the excellent harvest
dinner and supper and attended the entertainment given by the Ladies' Aid of
the Methodist church Friday evening.
There was an excellent program and a

good

sum was

)uincy,

and hie

many

tools and crops were saved, and most of
furniture that was on the
Ail the bedding up ataira

Bethel friend*

congratulations to him In hie tbe household
ground floor.
promotion.
Tueaday Mr. and Mr·. R. H. Bean, was burned.

sxtend

realized.

The Jolly Twelve whist club will hold Oxford County Congregational Hturchti.
of
Mrs. O. M. Manon and her daughter,
λ Hallowe'en party at the home
Miss Alice Mason, were called to tyorthLuther Irish Monday evening.
Last Wednesday afternoon the friend» field, Mass., by the death of Mrs. Maof Mies Lura Bradbury gave her a kitch- son's brother, Mr. Lee.
en shower at her home at Trap Corner
Monday Allison Lowe accompanied
in honorOf her approaching marriage to by Dr. Tibbetta went to Dr. Kins'· HogMr. Nathan Flagg. The young couple pital, Portland, where Mr. Lowe underwere married Friday evening by Rev. went a successful operation for appenSeth Benson and left Saturday for a car- dicitis.
The Christian Endeavor is busy preriage drive through the country. They
will live in the tenement in Mrs. Brad- paring a Hallowe'en supper and social
bury's house. Their friends wish them to be held at Garland Chapel Monday
much happiness and prosperity.
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Davie Lovejoy have
Koscce Tuell submitted to an opera-1
I
tion for cataract of the eye at the Maine spent "the past week in Boston.
week
last
The ground was white with snow
General Hospital in Portland
and it is reported that he is doing well Thursday but the warmer weather of
and it is expected that he will recover Friday caused the snow to disappear.
while
Wade Thurston's condition,
his eyesight.
Mrs. Edwin C. Andrews and Mrs. An serious, seems more favorable.
A. D. Hall, a former principal of
nie I)ay of Bryaut Pond were guests of
Mrs. L. M. Mann Friday and attended Goald Academy, will give an illustrated
lecture upon Yellowstone Park next
the harvest supper and entertainment.
Dr. and Mrs. Wheeler were guests of Wednesday evening for the benefit of
Dr. and Mrs. Webber in Lewiston Wed- Gould Academy Athletic Association.

nesday.

Bryant's

MIDDLE INTKBVALK.

Pond.

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Titus are visiting
at Monmouth.
Mrs. Arlvesta Bessey left Monday
evening for Seattle, Wash., where she
intends to reside with her son, Ζ Β
Rawson.
Gov. Fernald was in town Monday and
paid the farmers for their sweet corn.
Jease Kstes bas the position of freight
agent at Danville Junction.
Cranestone Cottage was closed Monday and the owner, ,E. R. Freeman, returned to Providence, R I.
Claude Cusbmau left Saturday for
North Bridg'on where be will take a
course of s'udy at the academy.
Philip Brooks bad his left arm broken
while wrestling at school last Friday.
The Baptist society is having an
aqueduct laid from the Rowe pasture to
the parsonage.
Frank Whitman of East Woodstock
has bought a lot on Churoh Street neai
Floyd Morgan's and will put up a 14 χ 26
dwelling house this fall.
William Stevens bas a position in the
spool factory at Stonebam and intend*
to move there in tbe near future.
West Sumner.

suddenly
Mra. Wm. Farwell
111 the 23d of October.
Miss Lillian Buck, who is teaching
school in Dummer, N. H.f has been at
home to see her relatives on Swan Hill.
Wallace Farwell has left his old home
Massaand sought employment in
chusetts.
A Hallowe'en party at the home of the
teacher, Maud Russell, the 29th of
October, was a pleasant occasion for the
was

children.

Quite a

snow

taken

"There's only one thing constant and
that is change.'' So declared some one
and it comes very near tbe truth. Last
week some one asked, "Is this our
Indian summer?" and now ouly one
week later, the question could be asked
with equal propriety, la this our Indian
wintei? Yesterday, tbe high wind made
it cold and uncomfortable to be out,
and now the ground is covered with
enow which is growing
deeper every
minute, as though it intended to give us

atorm here at this writ-

ing the 27th of October.

sleighing.

There are many little dark brown
birds with white vests. Who will tell
us the name of these bird»? We all
ought to study the names and habits of
birds more than we do.
Our sister, Jennie Packard Coffin, who
has been cured of tuberculosis by the
Colorado climate, says: "It has been
the saddest part of my life here to see
those people die who came here too late
for the climate to help them. Have seen
many such, since being in Colorado."
Mra. Cuffin'a eon Frank has won a silver
from
cup shooting since he came back
Ohio. When a little boy, the first time

But this Is the last week in October,
and tbe month ou the whole has given
ns an unusual amount of warm sunshine
with lit·le rain and tho fountains are
low. Buttercups and strawberry blossoms, and even ripe strawberries bave
been reported, and a few days ago Ransom Cuminings of Bryant I'ond sent us a
mullen stalk, much of the upper pari
being covered with fresb fioweis, all of
which confirms what has just beeu said
that October on the whole has been a
very pleas tnt mouth, even if we except
the first and a few of the last days.
While on our way to Locke's Mills the
last of the week, and after'reaching the
place, several calls wore made, a few of
whioh will be briefly noticed. The first
was on Frank Brooks, who related h
skunk hunt, which proved rather interesting on account of tbe result. He
went out with hie hired man in tbe evening, taking only a short stick for killing
tbe animal so as not to injure the pelt.
Soon the game was found, and while tryin*, to get a good stroko at his head, the
skunk discharged his breech loader directly in his facp, filling his eyes so that
had it not been for bis hired man, it
would bave been impossible to hnd bis
way home. Frank says tbe next time be
goes skunk hunting, he will take a longer stick with bim and look out belter for
that kind of warfare.
The next call was on Daniel Cole, who
with three men, was digging stone in his
field and building the old fashioned
double wall. Were glad to know wall
building haa not become entirely a lost
art.
Proceeding a mile farther, an auto
came along containing hix persons, three
of each sex, and halting, one of the
ladies inquired the "name of that fine
sheet of water."
"We old folks have always called it
South Pond, but as all bodies of water
down to the size of a mud puddlo are
now called lakes·, and since this is the
largest of the seven ponds In town, they
begin to think of calling it Lake Superior" was the reply. This unexpected
and rather queer answer caused thorn to
laugh heartily, and thanking us for the
information they drove on.
The first Saturday morning call was
on D. D. Cross, whose second wife was
Angle Martin and a former pupiL She
remembered he school and how the
larger scholars learned to chant the
multiplication table. She showed us a
well-filled autograph album, some of ihe
names being those of persous who have
pa<scd on to that better land, among
others our beloved daughter, Elvira B.
The next call was on Ο. O. Whitman,
who moved into the place from the Ci'y
As good luck would have it,
last tpriug.
his son M trshall and wife were visiting
there and lie showed us the photograph
of those eight horses which were killed
by lightning in Waterford, on the first
day of October. It was a doleful picture
although they were horses instead of
humau beings.
Only one more call will be noticed
lest too much space be occupied. It wax
at the house of Frank Bennett and were
pleased to find Elmer Cole was on a visit
there. He told about having his eyes
removed la«t summer as formerly mentioned, and that he had received but Utile benefit by submitting to the ordeal.
He said the light was not so painful as
to make It necessary to go blindfolded
any longer,. but the optic nerves were
still so perfect that fliehes of light were
ofteu plainly to be seen.
Wbile there
Mrs. Bennett gave us a late paper conall
the
details
of
how
Walter
taining
Wellman, with hie crew of five men,
didn't go to Europe in his big airship as
they intended, which furnished quite an
amount of interesting reading.
Friday afternoon: That three inches of
snow
which fell yesterday is all gone,
weather warm and cattle out again as if
nothing had happened.

his grandfather, Stephen Packard, Jr.,
looked at him, he said he would be a
soldier, and this is what he is being
trained for, and he has made it a success
by the careful help of his mother, who
almost idolizes him, her only living
child.
As we read the last Democrat we
thought it a sad case that so many eood
looking young meu or boye should be
guilty of crime. Did they refuse to take
fathers' and mothers' advice and run
away from home, or did they fail to
control their own evil propensities?

F. C. Ross and wife of Cornish made a
week end visit with Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
West. Mr. Ross is teaching at Wee'
Miss Anns
was
Ross
Paris. Mrs.
Kemick. She is Mrs West's niece.
Dr. and Mrs. Aldrich of Paris Hill
were at the Clark house Monday.
They
are selling the furniture.
a
merry party from
Monday evening,
this village took a ride to the hope of
Harry Tibbetts, who lives on a farm in
Sumner. The evening
passed very
pleasantlv with vocal and instrumental Young man, beware!
fitted
Heath
Π.
T.
music.
up a big
West Bethel.
team and very generously invited a com"Ae coM weather approaches
pany to go with him. On the way
O'er valley and hill,
home plantation songs were sung in
That pole controversy
a
Just gives in a chl 1.
such
charming manner that the
Why can't they postpone It
Adrian
«kunks came out to listen.
Till weather comes hot?
Holmes of Bucktield was one of the
Next July anl August.
"
'Twoul'l help out a lot
party. He brought along his violoncello
be
which
plays very skillfully.
Aiden Maxim, the eight-year-old son
from e.trly
of H. B. Maxim, met with a serious acci- "You growUn' 'bout the weather
gpilng to fall,
He was But look how
dent Wednesday afternoon.
Soah etoo<l It, an never growle
at all!
running down the long hill that leads
from his home to the village, holding his
He Jest sail: "Ruln'e A-cnmln'—
The Bkv'o a gfitln' <lark ;
dog by rope reins He tripped and fell,
Whl»tle<( fer the animals
while tue nog not oiMng prepared ior
An* huctled fer the Ark.
this part of the programme, kept on
November.
pulling on the rope. Ae soonr as he
draweth Dear.
could get up he went into a neighboring I Thanksgiving
Hunters and trappers are numerous.
house where his mother was quickly I
dozen this week.
summoned by telephone. Upon exami-1 Eggs aie 34 cents per
Small brooks and shallow wells are benation Dr. Atwood found he had dish»· I

cated his right shoulder, broken a collar coming dry.
Thursday gave us nearly enough snow
bone and fractured a rib. He was removed to his home where Dr. At wood for sleigjiiog·
Miss Mamie Lapbam of Oxford visited
etherized him and set the bones. He if
her aunt, Mrs. L D. Γ,rover, last week.
very comfortable and is doing well.
Bion Brown and Cleveland Waterhouse
Last week there was an old fashioned
H. Morrill of
are working for Ernest
husking at George West's. On the way
home from the husking two ladies were Masou.
is
fitting up rooms
Elbert K. Briggs
driving a fast horse in a light wagon
and
When near the home of H. B. Maxim ! for photographic work, postcards
^
tho
thrown
from
carwere
nearly
they
Seth L. Mason, Edward S Mason and
riage by driving over some object in the
Will Bennett are working on the bouse
road. Bringing the horse to a walk they
W. Brown.
.....
oould discern by the dim light of the I of Mrs. Sarah
Mrs. Mabel Wyman of Rumford visitmoon several fence poles laid across the I
John
Mrs.
her
ed
Murphy,
mother,
road at intervale. It was afterwards
this week, and is now with her father,
learned that one man who had brought
in Mason.
his family to the husking in a large W. Ε Walker,
wagon found the wheels of hie vehicle
East Bethel.
had been reversed, the hind wheels being I
of autumn when th·? sea«on'e work
a
and the front behind. It "Sing song
in

B^

placed

front,

is said that those things were done only
in fun. There area great many harmless
wave to get rid of exuberance of spirits,
but when it is carried to such lengthRas
to endanger life and property it is time
to call a halt. There is a heavy penalty
for obstructing the highway.
Win. Glover has a diminutive stalk of
corn that is a strange freak of nature
When cutting hi« corn Mr. Glover founn
it growing in the side of a hill. The
stalk on which are three ears is only 20
inches high. On the tassel are two kernels, one perfectly formed.
Charles Buck of North Paris has moved
mile below this
jn to the farm about a
village, formerly rented by Walter

The crops have all been
one by one."

gathered from the flelde

Albert Swan has gone to South Paris
I where he has work.
W. Bartlett visited Lewiston on
Ζ
business last week.
George Rich and Master Robert Rich
were recent guests of
of Berlin, N. H
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Bean.
H
L Holt, who has been eponding
1
I the summer here, has returned home to
Nnponset, Mass.
Miss Grace Evans from Lewiston is
working for Mrs. Z. W. Bartlett.
Mrs. Etta Bean has gone to Lawrence,
Mass., for a few days, called there by
the death of a relative.
Harold Hutchine is preparing to close
Chandler.
his home here, and will move to PortLocke's Mills.
land for his future home.
Elmer Cole Is making extensive repairs
The first snow storm Oct. 27.
J. A Fairbanks has returned to Curtis and many improvements on his hom*
Horner.
I here. J. L. Holt Is doing the work.
Mrs. Abbie J >nes had an ill turn last
Hebron.

Thursday morning.
The Harvest Home Festival Friday,
The stork was quite busy in town la»·*
A baby boy arrived at the home the 21st, was well attended. The evenweek
nf Mr and Mrs. Herbert Crooker Tues- ing was enjoyed by all. Ready sales,
day, Oct. 25, and a girl at CBarlle Faru- eond supper and good entertainment.
George Tirrell has moved hie family to
Milton for the win er.

Over one hundred dollars was cleared.
Hebron Grange held an all day meeting Wednesday, and the W. R. C. meet

North Stoneham.

t\
Mrs. Joseph Hibbs is quite sick. Dr.
Bartlett of Norway was called in con
Mrs
lultation with Dr. Parmalee.
Hlbbs is with her daughter, Mrs. Fwd
Marshall.
Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Hersey of Fairfield were at the Sanatorium last week.
Mrs. Hersey was Miss Lila Harden,
laughter of a former pastor here.
Miss Ida Leslie is in town for a few

ham's

Thursday. Oct.

27.

Friday.

Frank Reed and wife entertained Mr.
and Mrs. Robert McQuillan and Mr. ami
Mrs. Wm. McQuillan of Boston at Camp
Comfort last Sunday.
B. Wilson and wife spent the week
and at Birch Haven.
G. W. Day has been having repairs
made on hie house. Bryant and Maeon
lid the work.

Carl Stearns of East Stoneham has
jeen cutting wood for Mrs. J. C. Sa"y®r
Mrs. John Adams went to South
Waterford after her rolls Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Abbott from
South Paris havo been visiting her sister.
Mrs R M. McKeen, also old friends and
leighbors in this place.
H. B. McKeen went to Norway and
lad out some teeth and has been quite
tick since.
Sylveeter Adams Is quite sick.
!
Earl McAllister from Norway la visit-

to Oct
flood Thing to Know Hrw
Instant Relief.
rubber
If y»u now own a Hyomel bard
l'hue a, ake tbe god, and departed again In the
nhaler Chae. H. Howard Co. want you
torm II of mortal*.
bottle
Then to Kebrionee fiery ofbeart called glorious :n know that they will well you a
H ctor,
it HYOMEI for only 60 cent·.
to
drive
and
hordes
the
him
whip up
with
Bidding
Remember this, all who Buffer
the fray ; but Apollo
disMtarih—3 bottle of HYOMEI (proPlunging In'o the throng brought dread and
h
In
Rep
may to tbe Arglves,
nounce it Hlgh-o-m«) is pu» up
Whilst he to Troy ana to Hector made glory
to
irate package and sold for 50 cent*,
wxU aaoompanlon.
at
of
nor
people
H rotor the rest of the Danaana passed,
iccommodato the vast army
t- mpted to «lay them,
inhaler
when who already own a Hyomel
Seeking Patrokloe only ; ami be, to eartb,
it to
Chas. H. Howard Co. will sell
he saw It,
bla
the opSprang from hla chariot ''own, and held
pou at that price and give you
rid yoursp ar in hie left hand,
both portunity to begin at once to
Keeping concealed In ihe other a «tone
self of vile catarrh and the snuffling,
heavy and jigged.
not
it.
Bracing Imseif for the cast he hurled it,
hawking and spitting that go with
slowly either,
Many people through year* of neglect
No, nor vain waa the bolt, bat Hector's char·
have let catarrh get a strong bold uploteer,

Mr. and Mrs. Preston C. Lowe of RumFord were guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. S.
Childs this week.
Orover Bridgham of Bostou is visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Bridgbam.
The hunting party including Ε. Ε
Conant, V. N. Smith, Ο. B. Record, H.
L. Parker, Henrj Whitman, G. I. Conant
and Ai Haskell returned from Summit
Tuesday morning after a week of sue Bustard son of Priam renowned, Kebrionee, hit
The party secured
cessful hunting.
In tbe forehead.
seven deer, four fine bucks and three Both of his brows the stone mashed In, and his
eyes l'rom their sockets
does.
Fell in the dàst before him; and, stunned, he
Mrs. Elizabeth Waldron went to Medown like a diver
tbe
to
attend
chanic Falls Wednesday
Plunged from the cnarlot strong, and soul from
body departed.
Association.
Universalis
Tauntingly then to the dead thou saidest, knightPrincipal Sturtevant and Miss Arnold
ly Patrokloe:—
of the high school attended the teachers' "Look, right frisky this fellow I Just see how
briskly be dlveth 1
meetings in Bangor Thursday and Fri- Wide
market be could supply if at sea, in diving
day.
for oysters,
R H. Morrill, 1. N. Smith, A. E. Cole Leaping right down from a ship, be the weather
no matter how stormy,
and Thomas Record went to Madrid by
tiranting the skill he displays by this chariotauto Saturday for a hunting trip.
leap be a sample.
H. K. Rawson took a party to Bruns- Vetily even In Troy the men who are divers are
experts."
wick Saturday in his automobile to the
football game.
Whilst he was speaking Patrokloe bad rushed
Mr. and Mrs. Κ. N. Prince cloeed tlnïr
for Kebr'ones hotly,
assault on a
bouse on tbe 20tb. They are now in Even as rusheth a Uou that, making
sherpfold,
New Tork enjoying tho sights and Qetteth
sore hit In his breast, and his very
etr ng:h Is his ruin.
sound», but will soon start for Florida
Hector, the while, to the earth from his chariot
for tho winter.
sprung to withstand him.
Over Kebrionee, then, they fought as a couple
dreenwood.

Mr·. J. U. Purington and Ml·· Puring*
ton, Rev. W. C. Curtie* Mr·. Ell Barker
and Mr·. F. S. Chandler went to South
Paris to attend the Association of the

Albany.

Geo. Grover of South Bethel, formerly
Albany, passed away Oct. 2Uth, after
* severe illness of ten months.
His wife
lias the sincere sympathy
of
many
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Guptil have gone to
Hastings for the winter.
Estella Bean visited her sister, Mrs.
Harry Sawin of North Waterford, recentnf

u

ly·

Isaac Morrill of Bethel has a crew of
men working for him on the Hiram
Bean lot in Albany.
Herbert Wheeler sold a cow to Will
Joolidge of Locke's Mills recently.

^There

are no nuts in this vicinity and
It is a hard outlook for squirrels. Chlcktdees are already coming to be fed and
ire not disappointed.

East Greenwood.
Mr. and Mrs. Sewell Millett have reamed from a visit in Lynn, Mass.
Gertrude Judkins is working for Mrs.
ilton Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Swift visited at
lis father's Sunday.
Amy Cole of Bryant's Pond is workng for Cleveland Yates.
Mrs. Calvin Cole is caring for Fred
tfaterhouse's family, who are sick with
he measles.
Mr. aud Mrs. Isaac Judkins have been
risking at Frances Cole's.
Lucy Emmons is working for Bernard

I

J

n

j

Saturday,

w^e

Τύ.

\

7\

{producing

able

prices.

Fall
We have

time.

SMILEY,

C.

L.

MRS.

They do not stop to think tbat
eased condition that is the result of neg
week.
ligence, cannot be overcome in a
N<> matter how chronic your catarrh
troubles, HYOMEI is guaranteed by
Chas. H. Howard Co. to cure them if you
breathe it,
give it half a chance. Just
that's all, and its healing, soothing,
fo<-l
antiseptic properties will make you
better in a day.
If yon own an inhaler got a 50 cen
bottle of HYOMEI at Cbas. H. Howard
Co.'h today. If you do not own a Hyomel
inhaler, ask for a complete outfit, which
consists of an inhaler, a bottle of HY
OMEIand simple instructions for us··.
This complete outfit costs $1.00, but voit
then have an inhaler that will last a life-

(Successor te Mis» S. M. Wheeler.)

SOUTH PARIS,

MAINE.

...

PARIS TRUST COMPANY.
FIFTY YEARS AGO
there wan probably not

half a dozen men in the town
of Paris that bad a bank account.

FORTY YEARS AGO

there may have been a dozen.

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO

of the smaller business men began to think that
bank account might be a good thing fur them, ami
there may have been fifty penple in tuwn with check
books of their own.

Home

For Sale.

a

350 Acre Farm, $3,300
Stock, Tools and Crops Included.

prize of tbe contest;

line of

our

and Winter Millinery.
ill the latest styles in Trimmed
and Untrimmed Hats at reason-

a

of lions

So, for Kebrionee' sake these two dread terrors
in battle,
Even Patrokloe, Menoltloe' son, and glorious
Hector,
Panted to »lay, and their bronze-shod spears
know nothing of pity.
Hector laid hold of Kebrionee' head, Patrokloe
his foot, to iiefend him
One, to derpoll him the other, and either let go,

Call and see

Some of these people un
on them.
reasonably think tbat one bottle of HYOMEI ought to cure them.
dis-

Eight on a mountain height when both are
haughty of splilt,
lloth ot them hungry, a btag tbey have slain the

BIG, fertile, modern farm, only 2 1-2 miles
railroad, near neighbor··, school», mall delivered, produced an i< come of #2,200 last year;
will do much better; keeps 25cows, cuts 90 tore
hay In addition to other crop*, 3,000 cords wood,
Ifio.ono feet timber, 230 fruit trees; elftht-room
hou-e, running water, two big barns, 90 tons silo,
two poultry houses, other outbuildings, owner
and about them
Include·* 5 row*, 5 heifers, pair steers, bull,
Danaansg thcied and Trojans, and fought In calve", ISO lens, 15 tons hav, 4 sens corn, 3 4
tumultous battle.
acre potatoes, SO barrels apples, 2 mowing machines, hay racks, tedder, wagon, carts, plough',
Even as storm-winds twain, as Euros and Notos cultivators, ha-Tow», nil smad tools; everything
co>' tending,
only 13,300. Full details and traveling direction'
Strive In a mountain glen to shake Its luxuriant to see thin and hundreds of other splendid farm»,
forests,
Included,
many with live utock, tools and crop*
Beat on the beech-tree and ash, and the smooth
liage 17, Strout's Highest Farm Bargains, .Ju-t
thin bark of the cornel,
E. A. ST ROUT,
Stitloo 214.
free.
out,
copy
44
Making them drive at each other their long, Kent's If III, Maine
hard, tapering branches,
All with bewildering din from the pounding and
crash of the breuk"gr ;
So the Achalans and Troj-ins dashed madly the
one at the other,
Slaying and slain, anil no one of the twain even
thoupht of re reatlng.
At Clarke's Harness Store.
Many a keen-edged spear fell over Kebrionee
fallen,
new divan, six dining chairs
One
All about hlin wore death winged shafts flying
A bargain.
44
hot from the bowstring,
Many a ponderoue stone smote shlulde of hnroee
undaunted,
Warring about him; and there In the dust-'torm
and whirlwind of m'sMles,
Great in his gn-atness Kebrionee lay, and ο
A Treatment That Costs Nothing
chtvaley dreamed not.
If it Falls.
from

For Sale

TWO YEARS AGO

PARIS TRUST COMPANY was organized au.I

the

TO-DAY

there are several hundred people who have check book*
of their own and believe that it is a good thing tu have
Not only business men, but men aud
a check account.
women not in business, minister·», lawyers, schoolteacher?, farmers, mechanics, men and women who
handle even a little money, have found it convenient,
safe and profitable.

IF

YOU WANT TO INVE8T MONEY.
IF YOU WANT TO BORROW MONEY.
IF YOU WANT TO 8TART A BANK ACCOUNT.

PARIS TRUST COMPANY,
PARIS.

SOUTH

MAINE.

For Bald Heads.

BUTTON BOOTS

Need Help.

We want you to try three large bottles
of Rexall "i'3" Hair Tonic on our per
WANT YOUR soual guarantee that the trial will not
INTEKE9TS
STOCK
I.IVK
cost you a pen 11 ν if it does not give you
PERSONAL ASSISTANCE.
Thai's proof of
absolute satisfaction.
our faith in this remedy, and it should
A growing interest is being taken in indisputably demonstrate that we know
Maine live stock. Men are realizing tin· what we are talking about when we eg}
value of better stock and better methods that Rexall "93" Hair Tonic will grow
Each man hair on bald heads, except where baldof care and management.
alone can xolve many of his own s'ock ness has been of such long duration that
problems, but some phases of animal the roots of the hair are entirely dead,
husbandry require ι he united efforts of the follicles closed and grown over, and
all the breeders in thfa state. You, Mr. the scalp is glazed.
Breeder, know some co-operative work
Remomber, we are basing our statements upon what has already been acyou would like to see go forward tu im
prove the interests of Maiue horses, cat- complished by llie use of Rexall ,,03"
tle, sheep and swine. This work may bt> Hair Tonic, and we have the right to
asfiime that what it has done for thoualong any of tbe many lines.
Will you, to day, write the Secretnn sands of others it will do for you.
In
of tbe Maine Live Stock Breeders' Asso- any event you cannot lose anything by
ciation about the problems thAt are near- giving it a trial on our liberal guarantee.
est to you so that the matter may receive Two sizes, 50c. aud $100.
Remember,
proper attention at the annual meeting you can obtain Rexall Remedies in tbie
to be held at Watervi'le November 15th community only at our store—The Rexand 10'b.
all Store. Cbas. H. Howard Co.
R. W. Redman,
State Dairy Instructor,
Augusta, Maine.
Grey horse, coming six years old,
Rusina (Chickering) Dennen.
weighs l:{()0, sound, kind and good
Id response (υ tbe Democrat's Green
worker. Raised by owner. Also White
wood correspondent'η desire fur information regarding the late George Osgood Chester pigs, four weeks old Nov. 5
J. M. THAYER, Paris Hill.
Chickeiing's sister Kosina, I would «ay 44?f
that she is not now living. She married
Chandler Dennen of South Livermore,
and died at her home there some eight
The
years ago, the cau-e of lier death hein»;
she
which
wan
a
from
grea'
cancer,
sufferer for a considerable period preceding her death. At the rme of hei
marriage to Mr. Dennen, he had four
children—two bo>s and two girls—by h
former marriage, of whom two are no*
living, viz.: Arabella Ellis (Mrs. Waltei
C ) Hobbs of North Ausuti, and Edgai
Morris Dennen, who is in the real estate
business at 88 Dartmouth Street, BosFITTED BY
ton, and who resides at 414 Columbus
Avenue in the same city. By Mr. Den
S. RICHARDS.
uen's marriage to Miss Chickering he
had two daughters, ν ζ., Carrie, wb<>
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
married Pitt Saunders of Livermore, and
who died there some 18 years ago, aDd
Esteila, who married Daniel True ot
South Livermore, and who is now living
there. Mr. DeDnen died in April, 1008
In the Democrat's obituary notice ot
Mr. Chickering the maiden surname of
his wife was erroneously given as Latco
instead of Lara.
Observkk

Are Fashionable for Fall Wear.

I have all the
for
and

women

dull

newest creations

in clotli tup, patent
leathers.
1'iicts

$2, $2.50, $3, $3.50, i\.

W. 0. Frothinghain,

Maine.

South Paris,

1

For Sale.

GET

BfcoT

SEE!

For Sale !
SEE I

MOTHER'S VISIT.
Th· Old Lady Meant Well, but 8h·
An old
tountry

thicken,

Got a Severe Shock.
fushloued wo η ιιι η from tbe
recently packed some fried

ORGAN, fine condition, cost
for $20.
ι ORGAN, small, fine condition,
f< r $12.
ι
PIANO, just tuned, cost $500,
for $roo.
ι STEVENS TARGET RIFLE,
good as new, cost $35, for $10.
ι Old fashioned DESK, colonial.
Auction Nov, 12th, All Day.
Wait for Advertising
ι

$165,

bread and doughnuts iu a
basket and went to see her
daughter, who lives in a big city. She
was scandalized wlieu the family su.y
ed up till II o'clock and derided thai
she wouldn't tell pa about it when she
"lie niicht
wrote home next day.
think we have fallen Into evil ways."
site said lo her.seli as she was going titf
"IT to sleep
She awoke at her u.-ttial time. -I
Bankrupt's Petition for
maUerof
)
o'clock, and the house seemed strange- InJ.the
CARROLL SWEATT, [in Bankruptcy
"Town
folks
do
get lazy."
ly ijulet
Bankrupt. )
Γο the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge or the Din
«lie thought, "and fhey probably don't
trtct Court of the United Suites for the District
She dressed and went
get up till Γι."
of Maine
downstairs and watched the clock unΤ CARROLL 9WEATT of Mexico. In the
J. County of Oxford, and State of Maine
til &. Not a sound. Then she waited
in eald District, respectfully represents, thai
till li. and at T. between hunger and
in the 30th day of October, 1909, last pa't, he war
luly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acta of
was
almost
crazed
she
il la nil,
Jongress relating to Bankruptcy; that heha>
"They've been murdered in their luly surrendered all hie property and rights of
beds!" she yelled at 8 o'clock from the iroperty, and has fully complied with all thr
-equlrementa of eald Acta and of the orders 01
front steps. And soon the house was
Jourt touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That be may be de
tilled with people rushing in lo see
:reed by the Court to nave a fall discharge from
what had happened.
ill debts provable against bis estate under said
>ankrui>tcy Acts, except such debts as are ex·
The family were surprised and in
«pled by law from such dischargelignant when police, market gardenDated this 'iOlh day of October. A. D. 1910.
J. CARROLL SWKATT, itankrupt.
ers. newslHivs. ete.. rushed into theii
ORDEB OF NOTICE THEHEOK,
lied rooms and woke tlieiu up.
And
District or Mains, as.
Ills explains why the old fashioned
On this -29th day of Oct., A. D. 1910, on re*<i
"I never I ng the foregoing petition, it Is—
noma li came home that day.
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be ba<i
•x|MN-icd." she sobbed to pa. "thai any ipon the same on the 9th day of Dec, A. D.
:lrl would talk to lier ma as Jaue talk
910, before said Court at Portland, In said Die
rlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; ami thai
*d to me."-Atchison Globe.
loUce thereof be published In the Oxford Demie rat, a newspaper
printed In said District, and
market

North Buckfleld.
There was an error In last week's
terns in regard to the entertainment.
The readers were Mr. Packard and Miss
jturtevant from Hebron. Mr. Barrows
ilso of Hebron with others furniahed
nuslc.
Mr·. J. E. Mayhew is spending a week
ng friends in this place.
fhursday.
Mr. and Mr«. Wm. Adams went to irltb ber son Maybery, at Auburn.
The Landlord Tricked.
Mr. and Mrs. Moore of Boston, Mass
Lovell Wednesday to see Victor Mc
Tvenly-om· persons sat down to din
M.
A.
at
Warren's.
1
ire
Norway Lake.
is
tick.
visiting
Ulister, who
iter at «η inn. with the landlord ut the
Mr. Pearson's family have the sym- ilehardson.
Mrs. J. S. Smith, who had been in Waliead of the table. When dinner was
Welchvllle.
erford for ten days, returned home the
I >athy of the entire community In their
linishi d it was resolved that one of
Mrs. Henry Wilber and Mr·. Clem I oss by fire.
tith.
Good News from the Youth's
!he number should pay the whole
Madge Turner spent the week-end
Miss Agnes Billings went to Waterford 'oland were in Lewiston Wednesday of
Companion.
rlth Eola Swallow.
be 20th to stop with her grandfather's ! ast week.
score, to be decided as follows: A per·
»
»
We have had to make The Youth's
C. B. Keene has sold his horse to Lynn
I loyd Barnes' wife and mother of Anaraily for a while.
iou should commence counting the
Mrs. Sylvia Bennett has improved < lover were at A. L. Chaplin's last week. 1 farrar.
Joropanion larger to get in all the good
•ompany, and every seventh man was
Association posing as a temperance reto
F. E. Warren Is the first man in the l hinge that Companion readers ought
W H. Thomas has a new anto.
ery much. She has ridden to the vil
:o rise from his seat until all were
form organization is a flat failure. A !
' iave. The added amount would make
several times.
Clem Poland and A. L. Chaplin attend ] »lace to have an auto.
age
W. H. Tuoker has gone to Stonenam I our hundred page· of standard magazine
-ounted but one, who was to be the ingood way to call the bluff would be to
Mrs. Ada Adams and her sister, Mrs. < d the auction at Andrews', Norway, I
repeal tbe present law.
m a hunting trip.
ize and print; but we have kept tbe , llvidual who should
fettle Millett, visited at Mr. Benjamin
"uesday, Oct. 25.
pay the whole
['
trice just the same—$1.75 for the fiftyMiss Margaret McNeil went to the
>111. One of the waiters was fixed
Kumford a Postal Savings Office. Acker's recently. and
and
the
all
issues
for
of
Wednesweeks
Byron.
wo
1911,
son, Scott ?ot- t hlldren's hospiUl In Portland
Mrs. F Β. Pottle
ιροιι to couut the company out, who.
In beginning th3 operation of tbe new 1
S.A.Mason had some 44 friends and t he rest of this year free from the time
returned home Oct. 23d. They visit- ( ay to be treated for infantile paralysis.
1
banks, one e dle,in New
for postal savings
law
•wing his master a grudge, resolved
in
sick
list.
the
ou
fend
is
on
at
Portland
his
who
and
also
barn
your
subscription.
Charles Staples
j
elghbors gathered
Hampshire
ι ο make him the person who should
We would like to tell you what is in
post office io each state will be desig- a od Auburn for several weeks.
W F Caldwell has returned home x nade short work of husking some 150
received.
will
be
nated where deposits
inshels of nice corn Tuesday evening. Α ι tore for Companion readers next year. | lave to pay. IIow must he proceed
It is reported that the F. E. Wood f rom the hospital in Portland.
I·» Vains the Kuoaford post office has
ood supper seemed to be enjoyed by all 1 Ve cannot do it here, though; there is ( ο accomplish this?
* lace has been sold to Ferd Swan of
been selected, and it will perhaps be as
Dick vale.
But send us your address on
a fter which the young people dancoi to ι ot room.
forway.
Answer to the landlord trickedthis
in
could
be
selected
as
office
an
good
The threshers are in this part of the t be muaio from the violin played by Η. ι postal card, and we will send yon the 1
Mildred Pottle went to Auburn the
^oinnience with tbe sixth man from
state in which to test the operation of
I eautiful Prospectus of The Companion
1 [. Richards.
2 id, returning with her mother the 23d. t uwn, two men from Mechanic Falls.
In New Hampshire the
the system.
A. S. Young visited bis old home and f 5r 1011, «nnounoing many new features, I he iaudlord.
The boys of this neighborhood are
Mr. and Mrs. Ε T. Dunn visited their
Berlin poet office has beeu selected,
Fur is f riends in town recently. He took home t sgether with sample copies of the
c oing quite a business trapping.
* >n in South Portland recently.
where the conditions are very similar to
t igh and they are after it.
t 3 Mrohanio Falls a nice deer.
( aptr.
Women's Left·.
those at Rumford.
We think you will agree, when you
Luoian Robinson runs the dowel maBrownfleld.
Many deer have been shot recently in
Miss Rlkley- 8o you have given up
k
and
ave read them, that there is no other
brother
from
t )wn. Will Allen
bine at Worthley's mill.
Kx-Governor J P. Uill of Augusta is
Scott Durgin died suddenly Oot. 23. ο
dvocatlug woman'· rights?
ι aper that gives quite so much of snob a
R. S. Tracy Is back at his work on the | last Dixfleld took home two
instructing a commercial fish hatchery £ urial Wednesday, the 20th. He leaves
Miss Pnssee- Yes: I now go In for
Herbert and George Knapp, formerly Ε lgh quality as The Companion.
F D. He put in most of his taoatlon
on a farm which he has bought about a wife and one child.
TV^ new subscriber reoeives a gift of ι lomen's lefts.
While awav he α f this town, visited their nnole, C. L.
* t work on his barn.
six miles from tbe city, wber* a good
The post office building is being paint1 ht- Jompanion's Art Calendar for 1911,
old friends and would have a haw, recently.
"Women's lefts? What's that?"
brook fed by springs furnishes th* prater e< I which will be a great improvement to » iet many
in twelve colore and gold a
r
had time perI' ked to meet many
"Widowers."
which suggested to him the idea, Vi*, it ι appearance.
Oxford.
ι putlful water-color garden scene.
π
hatchery is on quite a large scale, and is | 'toe harvest supper last week under
The Youth's Companion,
Rev. Mr. Baldwin closed his labors' >
Andrajrs is yarding pulp wood.
the first one in northern New England t! « auspices of the Universaliet Ladies'
our η Π enlons are our life.
We live
144 Berkeley .St., Boston, Mass.
John Goggin was buried from bis late « ith the Congregational chnrcb Oct. 23d.
(or commercial purposes, though there c m le was a success in every way.
New
His death oame;F our person· have uni tod with the}
subscriptions received at this ^ y these They supply oar warmth
r< •idence on Tuesday.
storm
snow
first
are a few In the southern New England
the
To-day, Thursday,
( lhanning.
ο Hoe.
o« tftetfîd from a shook.
c lurch during his paatorats here.
states.
o! the season; about two loohes of snow. *' iddenly
...

MILLINERY Τ

Catarrh Sufferers.

A Trojan Battl· Scene.
(A story of a battle which Je complete in Itself,
Vom the trnnehtlon of Homer'· I Hal by Hon.
frentisa Camming·.)

A. D. PARK.

ours

so

dressed;

Never before

help you.

to

M.m

well

prepared

to

lias

help

right as now. These freshly
arrived suits, created for us by
you dress

Hart, Schaffner & Marx,
greatest clothes makers,

the world's
full of

new

are

ideas for man's peace and

You'll find them different from

comfort.

all other clothes.
WHEN YOU WEAR THEM
YOU'LL BE WELL DRESSED.

H. B. FOSTER,
ONE

hat all known creditors, and other persons In
nterest, may appear at the said time and place
.ml show cause, If an ν they have, "Why the pray
r of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It li further ordered by the Court, Tha'
he Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred
tors copies of said petition and this order, ad
ressed to thera at tnelr places of resldcuce a»
ta ted.
Witness the HON. CLARENCE IfALR, Judgi
f the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portind, In said District, on the 29th day of Oct..
k I. D. 1910.

PRICE

CLOTHIER,

Maine.

Norway,

Women's Boots $2.00.

JAMES E. I1EWEY, Clerk.
of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—.TAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk

A true copy

We have for

women a

line of Boots and Oxfords called

PRINCESS LOUISE

Scotch Yam,
Spanish Yarn,

sell for $2.00, and we want to say that they
We have
are worth the price—every pair is a bargain.
them in many styles—button and lace and all kinds of
stock. They are as good as some that are being sold for
which

Saxony Yarn,

$3.50.

Gormantown Yarn,.
*
Shetland Floss
At

we

Glad to show them any time. This is the
can find all kinds of footwear.

N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE
CASTORIAwMnbaitCtlM.

1

place

where you

Telophono 110*8.

Merritt Welch,

124 Main Street,
MAINE.
rORWAY,

IT'S

TO your interest to be well

this store been

Discharge.

[L. 8.J

Cu»ri.U Hiil xluiittfi

Iks KM Ym Hivc Ajnji In0t

J·"»®· srf

*~Sr<Z/

j

g? I,'
I

Φχϊόχϊ

Mr*. J. C. Gerry of Lewieton la
gBMt at Arthur E. Clark'·.

Mm. Deonisoo and too Clifton of Hat
riaon have been guests at Geo. R. Moi
tone.
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i«t,

seriously

v. s. C.

somewhat
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^nice T*> P. M.; Chuicl
sf.-lncsday evening at Λ> P. *
onnccted, an: cordially In
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Κβν.Τ. S. Kewiev, Paetor
rnluu yrayer.uealng 10*0 A. M.
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t»t L'hurcb, He* Chester Gore Miller
service every Hiunlay i»i
rva< hlng
School a» 12 m. Y. Ρ C. Γ
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if:?*

StATkU MlUtTlSe».
Régula
_p*rt Lodge, So. **♦.
τ ce.i»v venin* on or t-efore full inoon
-Mount Mica ! odm. regular m·*'
-·■'·»* evenln»· ot each
*»' *nd third Monday éventa*

,*

■

Pie

■■>»*

M ,^ut

K.'Mmball

κ
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Κ
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l.od*e. No
KrMaye 0,e*cl
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A

-Paris orange, from May 1to Oct I
Saturday ; during thi
in I thirl
r.
f the year. meets every Saturday, In
r
/.π

birthday Saturday with a party at which
ten of her little girl friend» were guests.

ο.

Camp

Miss Miriam Scott celebrated her tifth

%,|

'λ

-second

e\

eeVtj

„■

of

ρ

Won

an

Refreshment·

was

served, and

passed.

a

very

Mr.

and Mrs. Arthur Vickerson of
Portland, who are on their wedding
are
guests at Dr. W. I. Merrill's.
tour,
Mr. Vickeraon, who ia a fine tenor
singer, &aug at the Baptist church Sunday morning and evening.

every

i· vieiting in Bos-

Thayer

Mr» C. H.

meet»

were

merry afternoon

fourth Monday, ol

I

_Stony 15rook Lodge, No. 1S1,
and fourth Wednesday evening

Γ-Hainlto I.odge. No. 31.
.-venin* at Pythian Hal*.

'»>·

fT

the milk

others that may wish to become patrons
of the route.

S^urHay

.U 'ru.-!.tv

^.

purchased

route of Ο. K. ClitT >rd and will continue
to serve customers on the route and any

evening,
in-l chlrl
,.,.κ 'η (ιγαο·1 Arnii Hall.
ineeti
i,.-i;ua L. C'hamt*rlaln
night after the full of th«

ίν

H'

A. N. Cairns h:»«

meet.
^

e"*to*·
^''îV,lhî'ory
Circle. Laril*· Of Uie «

31

All members of Pari· Grange are re
to be present at the meeting ol
the grange next Saturday if possible, a*
business of importance ia to be considered.

vreeY-Auron quested

*,&£"«««■
τ»

V

F. W. Walker of «he Paris Home Bak
ery has beeu away on hie vacation for
the past two weeks, and has been spend
ing a part of the time in Bo«ton.

y

·,' 1i

The Baptist Ladies' Aid will have a
business meeting next Wednesday oighl
after prayer meeting at the vestry.

Mrs. Koxie McArdle and Mrs. Georgi
C. Erskine of West Rutland, Mass ar*
io town, coming to attend the funeral o!
Mrs. H. E. Carter.

BÏ"5Îi3t*Γ·"ά{Xv

Charles E. Brett left Saturday for s
three weeks' trip west, with his brother
H P. Brett of Beverly, Maa·.

Monday morning.

K«v. K. A. l»av»i>. P»«»or
«rtte 10 ISA.*.; Sab
e:15 P. M.
p. s. c. Β
»■ M
Wednesday evenln»
AU an
«■"·

ta>.

>UB

improved.

Mra. Tbumaa P. Sampson, who has
been seriously atîected mentally, was
taken to the insane hospital at Auguata

«·»

J '^"y
£whlng

**■·■<

0€

K. Cole, Jr., who baa beei
ill with a heart trouble, I

There will bo a rehearsal of the de
gree team of the Pythian Sisters Tueii
day evening of thia week.

κ

ιο:Λ.»!

"^Μη ·βγ.

ton.

Mrs. Ellen Richards wa« operated on
for cataracte at the Milea Standish hospital in Boston ab<>ut ten days since.
The operation was successful and she i*
Mrs Κ Ε Keniston in visiting her
reported as doing well. She expects to
ifoter, Mr* » J. Merrill, in Camden, return from the
hospital in the course
Main·.
of two or three weeks.
up, Nettie Tirrell bas returned from
A mt-ef-ng of
the Western Maine
weeks to t he family of her
* visit ol tw
Poultry Association will be held Friday
β Mills.
ion Ueorce at Locke
evening at 7:30 at Engine House Hall,
an
This is
Ouite a number <>f those interested South Paris.
important
football
MaiDe
game
bates
*,ut t. the
meeting and a large attendance is dea few to the
and
aiso
those
who
wish
to join the
at I ewistnn Saturday,
sired,
at Brunswick.
Bowdoin Colby
society should be there.
A
our weather.
«Teat wrietï in
During the past month the Paria
thunder shower Tuesday evening, with a Manufacturing Company has shipped
nurubt-r of rtishes and accompanying goods to the "En<ls of the earth." Orruiubli··. aud Thursday morning a snow ders have come from almost every state
in the union, and in Canada and British
•torm.
Columbia from Halifax to Vancouver,
tie· rge M 'i'les is somewhat lame a*
and from across the ocean from South
the result »f injury to his knee caused
while working Africa, Australia, England, Havana, San
>q Wednesday
1,V f
Juan
and Honolulu.
tn the now
grand stand at the fair
A
specially interesting service was
grounds.
held at the Congregational church Sunp. n't f« rget thw Methodist sale Thursevening, a union of the regular evendav afternoou and evening in the vestry day
and the Christian Endeavor
.if'the Baptist church. An orchestra ing serviceThe
topic considered waa the
evening. Society.
will furnish music for the
Negro problem in America. There was
Everybody invited.
special music, and papera on various
Mrs J S. Brown Friday morning pre- phases of the topic by Misa Eva Walker,
a
with
the
Democrat
Miss Blanche
Japanese
wired
Barrows, Miss Annie
Jenne and Miss Mae Field.
r,„e which she picked that morning with
That shows what kind of a
to..* on it.
It ie noted that people in a email way
fall we have had until Thursday's snow
make u»e of the ehores of the river near
■torm.
Not
Park Street bridge as a dump
Thursday. Nov. 3d, will be observed only is this forbi'lden. but a public dump
u ji.tren's* dav at the Brick Grammar at the rear of the high school lot baa
School Interested parent» and friends been established, so that there is really
It
no excuse for using the river bank.
are cordially invited to witness the regular exercises of the school which opens is doubtless due to thoughtlessness, but
at 8:45.
I is nevertheless an bjectionable practice
from several points of view.
nunc »cj. J. Murphy
Tueediv for » visit.

went

Mr„

ΛΙΓΗ

ΜΓ. an·;

Li.

to

Boatoo

ΟΠ^|({«,

La.

Kumford Fa!!* Thursday,
Uorotny, mue aaugnier οι air. ana
•«rethrown from their wagon in going Mrs. II. W. Dcno'itdu, was ill last week
of the ferry boat at Rumf.>rd Center. with some malady which could not be
Thty were shaken up and bruised, but diagnosed with certainty at a consultaootwrv isly injured.
tion of physician», though they considered it appendicitis. Thursday afternoon
if the meeting of Joshua L. C'hamMr. and Mrs. Dennison tooic her to the
toia,io ('amp, Son* of Veterans, last
Maine General Hospital at LewI Je«day .«vening, it was voted to sur- Central
iston. where the Burgeons called it apthe charter, on account of the
pendicitis, and an operation was per'imi-'iity in maintaining the mee'in^s forated
that evening. It was not an adtt,e small number of members.
νanred case, and at last reports she was
Member* in arrears who desire an honor- !
comfortable and doing well.
ée discharge are requested to pay up
their arrears at once.
There will be a Good Cheer supper
and entertainmeut at Good Cbeer Hall
iuriciel Fuller Fogg died Tuesday at
of thia week, Nov. 1st
the home of (ie.»rge Million Oxford I Tuesday evening
wdl be served at 8:30 to be folMre-t. where he had been for the past Supper
lowed by the farce. "A Pair of Burglars,"
> mmith·.
Mr. Fogg was 75 years of j
the following cast:
He leaves one eon. Frank B. Fogg I with
*i.'e
i>f this place. The funeral was held lack Slfe {Vers'* Sweetheart), Ilsrol t Rrlicgs.
I Bll'y Case (a Reporter on the "Telespatch"),
Harrr Shaw.
hurgiiay afterni <>o at Alonzo Fuller's
id Hartford, attende*!
by Rev. J. L. Vera >t. Clair (the first baby), Rose A. ftiurphy.
i uikerton of Livermore, and burial was .May St. Clair (••Scoopy" the baby),
Ethel Campbell.
in a cemetery near there. Mr. F >gg was
15 cents; entertainment 10. A
a soldier in the civil war, and a pen- Supper
sociable will close the evening
tareiDC fr^rn

wjrfer

«♦•ner.

W. S. Austin raised on bis farm this
year just a little less than eighteen acres
These included about
of h<>ed crops.
of an acre of sweet corn,
j three-fourths
i two acres of peas, rive acres of potatoes,
1
and ten acres of beans. From hie three
quarters of an acre of sweet corn be
realized #80. He raised 1200 bushels of
potatoes, which are now stored in bis
cellar. The beans are not all harvested
an vet. but tbey will turn out from 250
There was oo hand hoeto 300 bushels.
ing done on the crops, and up to harvestThe >eneca Club is entertained by ing time Mr. Austin with one pair of
Mrs. Wilson and Miss Wheeler tbis Mni- horses did practically all the work, hird»y evening at Miss Wheeler's, and the ing in all only three or four days' work
session will be a Japanese tea party. of a man and team.
Japanese costumes will be worn by the
Mrs. Haunah £., wife of Lemuel B.
tnemb. rs. The roll call of the club is
rwponded to with current events, and Carter, died Friday at ber home in this
'^ere ar« a number of paper*: "Japan village, after a long illness with cancer
»"d the Japanese," Mr*. Hilton; "Trades. of the stomach and liver. Mrs. Carter
rri>fe*si„ll8< Manufactures," Mrs. fUtha- was the daughter of the late John Black
''K«ligion, Arausemen's, Food," of Sn iw's Falls, who was for many years
She was
Mr* \\. P. Morton; and a Japanese love collector of taxes iu Paris.
born in N'ewry, and was
years of age
fc,oii by Miss Wheeler.
her
After
her
death.
i at the time of
Advertised letters and cards In South marriage to Mr. Carter, they lived for
r»ris post ortice Oct. 31st;
! some years oo a farm on Stearns Hill.
few years since moved to South
*r» Amelia Cole.
, hut a
Paris. Mrs. Carter was a highly estijr c W Clifford.
T. I. s w re nee
JJr*. «Cthei l>amoo.
mable woman, and until weakened by fail«'·■<
KuDIdmio.
ing health, one of great activity and
.,'''1HAnnie
force. She was very active in Wm. K.
JJr S. Small.
*c*W*r (card).
m
Kimball Circle, Ladies of the G. A. R
«. I. Merrill.
Jr
*r <■ K. Needhaai.
and in the Universalis! Good Cheer SoÏ'·
J ^ H ntchloson.
ciety, of which she has served as presiMr. \ Uaulln.
dent. Besides her husband, sbe is sur*r Juiue· Lane (cm!).
Iva, wife of Dr
«-***«».
I vived by two daughters,
rTaL J'*,,heiuUlin,)·
F Fl. Packard, who with her family has
Win·
"lMcinen ^
iarro (carl).
been at her parents' for some months,
Dorchester,
F Berry> Sf»te Secretary 'and Maud, who teaches in
been at
tûe Civ c League, and oue of the lead- Mass., but has during the fall
">K speakers in the New England states home on leave of absence. The funeral,
at 1
prohibition, will give aa address at a wh'ch was private, was attended
Rev. Chester Gore
meeting to be held at tbe o'clock Sunday by
even- Miller, and burial was at West Paris.
church on

«
Kreeland Penley has sold his lot
M.I Imuse which was- burned last sum
mer .d High Street to Alton C. Maura.
Mr i Vnley had already done Home work
·■ clearing up the wreckage of the rear
Mr. Maxim will at
the building.
once proceed to put a roof on the house
M'' rt"build it, probably iuto two tenement*.
Although the roof of the house
*a* practically all destroyed, the front
«Γ the building below the second story
ceiling was not burned.

j

ft»5?V;?Vilbur

J«>
jtmperaoce
"n^regational

Sunday
Nov e>b, at 7:30. All the village
ly. aod
congregations have been
P^t«rs
«« through the columns of the Demo-

j

Stanley Jackson Skipped.
afternoon eight prisoners
Wednesday
are again cordially invited to attend
at the jail were shoveling gravel where
crat
this
will be a rare
service. It
oppor·ν*° he*r * magnificent address
K*trj- A free will offering
r 'he Civic
League work in Maine will
Dr· Berry w,n •^®ak
w
the M. h. church,
Norway, on Su:»dav
/"»
■"ruing, Nov. β.

Z\D,r·
iTJ^

η» Sene^a Club Friday evening ob·
v"*d its annual gentlemen's night at
Um* Hall. Ruga and other fur-

B?"
s'»eu.

<

""ad* the ball

»..»y

attractive,
I the time
Informal way.

more

present,

were

an

spent in a delightfully
ol ,,1β even,0« *** occupied
a°d Hinch. Refreshments of

wot û!?î
fro

it

r°"4' coffe*· «berbet. cake and
Thcr ,h· door

cwT"ean*1?rved·
oi 't»e time was
.'he
SET;
*°d flopr β»1*»"»· which
were ι.Ϊι.°*ΪΪ°
Near,y ewy one waa
•uriiri L to
•urorised
tied, when the thought of
»

"ω.

enow

Metii,

τ?ί.η'Γκ0,ΐ
e,„t

,tor"»

'.*'',>,,*loo of work

••ojfth

••ν»»

Λ

waa

,h" "—»■'"

mZ

on

■

the
the new

the workshop is to be erected, at the
rear of the jail proper.
Gay Cole, who
was keeping watch of them, stepped into one of the buildings for ab>ut a
minute, aud when be came back one of
the prisoners, D. Stanley Jackson, had
raken to the tall timber, striking up
of
up over the hill into the woods back
the county buildings.
Jackson was seen, later in the afteiuoon, in the woods near the "Rumford
road," about a mile west of the jail. He
had oo his striped prison suit, aod was
evideotly oat for a fast mile. He has
not yet beeo retaken.
At the recent term of court Jackson
received consecutive sentences of ninety
and thirty days oo two liqaor cases.

Stream· duel to Fishing.
The tiah aod game commissioners last

week promulgated their regulations regarding fishing in Little Coocord and
Shagg Ponds in Woodstock, as fixed at
the hearing here and stated last week in
the Democrat. Other regulations pub-

of *°y considerable lished by them at the same time close
DeMljr lûe wh0,e d»T· Seaver Brook, so called, io Stooeham,
ProKri,**«d so far that to all tisbing for four years from Nov. 1.
its
*· h'gh aa the
*re
1910, and cloae Shepherd River and
brackets which will sup- tributaries, io the tuwo of Brownfleld.
of the roof are in for four
15tb
yeara except between May
!
"e ,tUI the R«t>lea to b«
> and July 15 th of eaoh year.
bulk of .khe βίυο·
Ch

n,?w

../,"1''
Κ

P«rt t'h.
P'ice
Put an
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Card of Thank».

We wish

thanks

to

to oor

express

neighbors

oar

and

heartfelt

friend*, aod

members of Mountain Grange, for the
sympathy tbey have shown us in many
fire.
ways since oar reoeot lose by
J. V. Fkamox amv Family.

Maine News Not··.

OXFORD CONORKGATIONAl

The Maine Teachers' Association hel<

largely attended

annual session In Ban
week. DePoreet 8. Perkins
superintendent of sohools In the Madison
a

CONFERENCE AT SOUTH PARI».

gor last

WARM

State of Maine.
By tbe overturning of ft am»ll boat
John Dlnamor·, 45 years old, of MillOffice of Selectmen, Αημμγι tod >
Overseers of Poor, Town of Ρtone· J
town, Ν. B., waa drowned in tbe St.
)
ban, Sept. 14,1910.
Croix River Sunday. John Armstrong, I
HONORABLE BOARD OF CODHTT COM
Dlnsmore'a companion in tbe boat, was
mission ers for the Countj of Oxford and
rescued bj tbe crew of a passing atreet State of Maine : The undersigned, selectmen ol
state, respectful);
The accident occurred near the Stonebam, In said county ana of
car.
a certain piece
represent that the boundaries
Union Dam. Ir the aw if t current near of
road or hlghwav, eadlng from the forks of lb(
the dam Armstrrag stood up in tbe boat road near the rcsldenoe of Fred L. McKeen tc
to North
the road

NORWAY.
Snow storm for the flrat time Than

SMILEY

rTH·

day, Oct. 27th.
The staging

was taken down fron
the front of I. Ο. O. P. block on Thurs
!
eleoted
was
district,
presi
Missionary work in iU various pbasei Skowbegan
day. It ia said to b« the most at tract I vi
dent.
wm the
Odd Fellows' bailding in the count;
predominating theme in tbi
leading
the Lovell town line on
erst da y'a programme of the Ozforc
The York County Savings Bank a and one of the most pleasing in thi and the craft waa immediately capsized Lovell, ctnnot be ascertained and request thai
make
Congregational Conference which belc ! Biddeford, in which the deposits wer< > state. There was great difficulty ii !
your honorable board dellne tbe limits and
VOTE?
such attentions and new locations therein ai
it* semi annual meeting with the churcl recently scaled down 22 1-2 per cent ot making a solid and safe foundation foi
vote Dr. public convenience may require.
if th«y did, millions would
at South Paria last Tuesday and Wednes
account of the irregularities of Tret*
the bailding.
G KO KG F. A. RBOWN,
) Selectmen
New Life Pilla the true remedy
of
WILLIAM AIMMS,
day; while on Wednesday the topics re- urer Ingersoll, reopens for business tbli 1
}
Mr. Warren Hills of Dnion was tb· King's
Stonebam
for
)
SETH W. JOHNSON,
women.
For
banishing
dnII,
fagged
lated to the home work of the churches, week.
W.
Hills, during
guest of bis son, Vivian
and perhaps the most interesting and
feelings, backache or headache, constibi the week.
was caused in
profitable part of it was the hour devot- theA sensationof the body of Brldgton
Everett is engaged with Water pation, dispelling colds, imparting appe- fSBAL.l
Harry
W.
STATE OF MAINE.
Georgo
finding
tite and toning np the system, they're
ed to the work of the laymen.
the erection of a house.
in a vacant buildiog, ford parties in
COUNTY OF OXFORD, 88.
While as is frequently the cane, the Libby, a man of 40,
has greatly improver unequaled. Easy, safe, aure. 25c at tbe
Porter
Randall
Board of County Commissioners, September see
There were indications of foul play, but
Water Street by finish C. B. Howard pharmacy.
programme suffered some changes from
sion, 1910; beld by adjournment Oct. 18,1910.
that be died bis buildings on
the inability of tboae aasigned parts to a coroner's jury decided
rooms in the ell and house
UPON tbe foregoing petition, satisfactory evl
several
ing
denoe
be in attendance, no time was lost on from alooholism.
having been received that the petitioner»
for a tenement.
Born.
are responsible, and that inquiry into the merits
that account, but substitutes were supfoi
Canadian
a
been
Prench
Delima Martineau,
employed
Hiram Wilds has
of their application Is expedient, It is Ordered,
plied, and most of the topics laid down woman 22 years of age, while sufferlna some time on the foundation for a boai
that tbe County Commissioners meet at the store
"·· "" " '■ ·"»">·. of C. L Kart'ett at Ea«t Stoneham, In said
un
the programme received full con- from epilepsy dove through a fourth house at the lake. The owners of cot
County, November 29, 1910, next, at nine of the
sideration.
fluor window at Biddeford, falling forty tages improve the condition of low wa«· «<· o, H.r clock, A. M„ and thence proceed to view the
Ministers present during the meetings feet to the pavemeot, and sustained ter for such work.
route mentioned in said petition; Immediately
«' otari.. after whlcb view a hearing of the parties and
»·">"·
were Rev. J G. Fisher of Mexico, Rev. io juries from which she later died.
It is understood that the water com
at some contheir witnesses will be had
A. T. McWborter of South Paris, Rev
on the work
commence
soon
'■
will
such
"·
*"«
«rM
and
In the vicinity
venient place
John O. Parr, who killed his wife in pany
R. J. Bruce of Norway, Rev. W. C
In
the
taken
a hydrant on Orchard
other
measures
premise?
of
establishing
on finding her
Portland
sgo,
thirty
years
And
shall
as
tbe
commissioners
proper.
Judge
Curtis of Bethel, and Rev Charles HarThe corporation voted the sum
another man, and was sentenced to Street.
It is further Ordered, that notice of the time,
butt of Portland. Rev. £. A. Davis of with
for the work at
dollars
hundred
of
five
commissioners'
of
tno
meeting
and
Married.
last
place
for life, was pardoned
purpose
the South Paris Baptist church and Rev. state prison
aforesaid be given to all persons and corpora
meeting. It if
the governor and council. The the annual corporation
tions interested, by causing attested copies of
T. N. Kevley of the South Paris Meth- week by
that the company will par
In Wert Parla, Oct. 37, by Rev. 8eth Bencon
of the state prison, understood
veteran chaplain
said petition, and of this order thereon, to be
odist church also participated in the
in case the appropriation Mr. Nathun X. fingg soi] MU* Lura M. Brad- served
upon the Clerk of the Town of Stone
Charles A. Plumer, appeared in bis be- the balanoe
the
of
We-t
services.
lioth
Pari».
meet
to
expendi- bury,
bnm, and also posted up in three public
proves too small
In Lovell, Oct. 30. bv Rev. F. H. Reeves, Mr. places In said town, and published three week*
when
Rev. Frederick Newport, formerly of half.
the
of
rental
hydrant
ture. The
C. Κ Chapman and Mise Nellie Elliott, both of
Democrat, a news
successively In the Oxford
this conference, now at Turner, was disThe Bath Independent says that s established will be about fifty dollars.
Ox
Lovell
paper printed at Paris, In said County of each
H.
Mr.
missed to join the Cumberland North casino is to built at Popham the coming
are
fn
Rev.
F.
and
Oct
by
crew
rebuilding
of
said
Reeves,
tne
first
Lovell,
and
19,
Heath
ford,
publications,
Tim
Fox and Mien Alice Heald, both of of the other notices, to be made, served and
Conference, and there were added to the season by a syndicate of which E. S. the foundation to Engine House Hall Arthur
Lovell.
at least tnlrty days before said time ot
membership of the conference Rev. R. J Marr is at the bead. The casino will The building was erected some tim»· In Hartford, Oct. 35, by Rev. S. C. Raton, Mr posted,
meeting, to the end tnat all persons and corporaBruce of Norway, Rev. W. C. Curtis of have a restaurant 50 by 50 feet and a after the fire of 1894 by the late 1. Ν
George Wlll*am Va»ney of Turner and Misa tions may then and there appear and shew cause,
Etta it. Rerry of Hartford.
if any they have, why the prayer of said pet!
Bethel, and Rev. Paul Rocbinni, whose bowling alley 70 by 20 feet with a dance Small, carpenter and contractor.
In A ndover, Oct. 2Î. by Rev. G. B. Hannaford, tionere should not lie granted.
ordination to the ministry on Tuesday hall over the restaurant. The new buildWalter F. Tubbs of Norway, Ε. B. Mr. Henry L. Thomaa of Byron and Mlaa Grace
Attest :-CHABLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
A true copy of said petition and order of court
evening was a part of the conference ing is likely to add greatly to Popham's Tubbs, Jr., of Portland, A. C. Tubbs and Hodadon of A ndover.
In Rurnford, Oct. 33, Mr. Edward Slddall and thereon.
have
returnof
Harrison
programme.
Fred H. Noble
popularity.
Mlaa Maggie Casey.
ATTEST .-CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
Rev. J. G Fisher of Mezico, the moded from their Umbagog hunting trip,
In Rumford, Oct. 28. by Rev. G. B. Hsnnaford.
There appears to be a building boom
erator of the conference, presided at the
where they went by auto some days ago, Mr. Victor A. Raatman and Mlaa Zephll Mclast
few
In
the
in
started
Skowbegan.
both of West Peru.
State of Maine.
Graw,
credit.
their
sessions, and W. U. Eastman of East
to
deer
five
In Manchester, Ν. H., Oct. 25, Mr. Frank J
months 36 dwelling houses have gone up, with
Sumner, the scribe, was also in attendEmma Abbott of Lewiston has been Caron and Mies Abble M. Johnson, both of
or are going up on the north side of the
Executive Department, |
ance until the business was completed.
Mr. and Mrs Hosea Rumford.
have gone up with her parents,
Augusta, Oct. 38,1910. {
Dinners on both days, and supper on river. Four new blooks
E. Abbott, for a few days' visit.
also
A
casket
on Water Street.
Is
Notice
factory
given that a petition for the
hereby
Brown
of
Tuesday, were served in the vestry of is
Bartlett
Corps,
R.
Mrs. Mae
Died.
pardon of Maurice B. Fogg, a convict in tbe
being built. The most of the building
will make the
the church, and were a pleasant feature
Oxford County jail, under sentence for tbe crime
is on the Plains in proximity to the elec- No. 36, Bethel, inspector,
of Maintaining a Liquor Nuisance, Is now pendof the occasioo.
Rust Post
of
Harry
annual
inspection
line.
tric
car
before the Governor and Council, and s
ing
At the roll call Tuesday six churches,
In South Paris, Oct. 25, Ezcklel Fuller Fogg,
W. R. C., No. 45. at G. A. R Hall Thurshearing thereon will be granted In tbe Council
aged 75 year·.
Bethel, East Sumner, Mezico, Norway
At West Scarboro on the 22d, Albert day evening, Nov. 3d, at 7:30 o'clock.
Chamber at Augusta, on Tuesday, the twentyIn South Pari·, Oct. 28, Mr*. Hannah E., wife ninth
day of November, next, at 9 ::'.0 o'clock Α.M
Second, Oxford and South Paris, report- Ryder, 15 years of age, shot himself by
The funeral services of Amasa B. Rub of Lemuel R. Carter, aged 66 years.
J. E. ALEXANDER,
ed present by pastors or delegates or the accidental discharge of a shot gun.
In East Waterford, Oct. 24, Infant daughter of
bins, who died at the M. G. Hospital,
Deputy Secretary of State.
both, and others came in later.
As nearly as can be learned, he was Portland, Oct. 20th, were held at his late Mr. and Mrs. Will Olmetead, aged about S
"Echoes from the Boston Meetings'1 stooping down with the muzzle of the residence Sunday afternoon, Oct. 23. month·.
In Dickvale, Oct. 22, John E. (ioogln, aged 66
were given by the only two present who
ye re.
gun in bis band, and when be straighten- Rev. Merrill C. Ward officiated.
attended the meetings. Rev. W. C. Cur- ed up the gun wss In some way dischsrgIf!
Couth Bethel, Oct. 27. George Grover.
Don
Mrs.
talk
by
Tract of land bordering pond or lake,
Saturday evening's
In llrownfleld, Oct. 23, Scott Dunrln.
tis and Rev. J. G. Fisher, and the signifi- ed, the contents striking him in the C. Seitz before the ladies' literary club>
In Leadvllle, Colo.. Oct. 20, Llewellyn K. Nel- with never failing runnifig stream, pin»·
cant feature of what they had to say was abdomen.
He lived only an hour or at Grange Hall on Whitman Street, ou son, formerly of Wateiford, aged 63 yarn.
a
the maguitude and enthusiasm of the two.
Portland, Oot. 20, Amaaa B. RobMne, aged woods preferred, for Improvement as
Japan, was very largely atteDdi-d and 68 In
year·, 6 month·, 13 day·.
summer borne.
Freeland
Mrs.
missionary work now being done in
Agents
protected.
of
the
widow
highly
appreciated.
Oc
t.
Hannah,
Γη
18,
Denmark,
Dope's grand old man, Abner Duntoo,
various fields. Not only is this the case
20
R. PETERS,
is smart as a Howe, Jr., Mrs. C. P. Barnes, Marjorie late Jacob Merrldeld, aged 79 years, 1 month,
iu the foreign field, but the cbnrcb is now in his 104th year,
Mrs. Frank Kimball, Mrs. Β. Κ days.
44
149 West 36 Stree', New York.
to the post office regu- Barker,
and
cricket
goes
In Augunta, Oct. 21, M. G. Strout of Canton,
awake, said Mr. Fisher, to the social
Mrs.
G
H.
L.
Bartlett,
Mrs.
• ged 80 year*.
larly twice a day. Mr. Dunton in late Bradbury,
needs of the ptople.
and Mrs. Eva Willie conIn West P'ru, Oct. 14, Henry Rowe, aged 81
been given the privi- I. Burnham
The womau's missionary hour in the years has always
with
years.
to
the
tributed
pleasures
evening's
man to vote and
first
the
of
lege
being
afternoon was given to Mrs. W. B. Johna
musical and literary programme.
on Sept. 12, deriving a great
son of Portland, representing the Wo- this he did
the ladies,
the fact that he While Mrs. Seitz entertained
from
of
deal
pleasure
man's Missionary Union, who spoke very
in a free and interesting
bearer of the Mr. Seitz talked
the
standard
elect
helped
of
various
lines of missioninterestingly
to a company of his Norway and
Having purchased the milk route of
for which he had been voting for manner
ary work. At the close of her talk, party
South Paris gentlemen friends at the Ο. K. Clifford, I «halt continue to eerve
volunteers promised three barrels to be 82 years.
residence of Dr. Bial F. Bradbury.
customers with a good quality of milk
packed to be sent to mountain and colorThe Maine Conference of Charities and
C. L. Hathaway aud wife are spending and cream, and shall be glad to take on
ed schools io the South. In answer to Corrections held its annual session in tbe week in Boston. They are accoma few more patrons upon satisfactory
the question how best to organize and Portland last week, and the meeting was
A. N. CAIRNS.
terme.
panied by Clara L. Hathaway.
maiuUin a missionary society, Mrs. marked by a number of interesting and
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Cole returned to
South Paris, Nov. 1, 1910.
Johnson's reply was instant and brief, valnable papers. A resolution was pass- their Boston bone on Wednesday after
"Pack a barre', and talk it up ail you ed endorsing the bills prepared by the a two weeks' visit with Mr. Cole's mothcan.''
Maine State Prison Association regarding er, Mrs. W. C. Cole.
In considering "How May We Improve juvenile delinquency and juvenile courts.
Eugene 0. French has handled about Always Keep Their Hair Fascinating
the County Conference?" Rev. R. J. E. P. Wentwortb, the superintendent of four thousand barrels of apples in Norand Free from Dandruff.
Bruce of Norway suggested that the the Maine State School for Boys, was
way and Paris this season.
Almost everybody in South Paris
churches should be kept at work—a chosen president.
went to
'11
of
class
the
Friday evening
knows that there is no preparation for
church never yet died from over-work.
Gore as the guests of their
The high school at Sullivan is to re- Otlsfield
the hair that can compare with Parisian
Give the people something that will inLinnell.
Jennie
enjoyThey
5A Bias Girth Stable Blankets
of a new library from classmate,
terest and draw them, and there is noth- ceive the gift
ed the trip and excellent supper. The Sage.
don't slip or slide on the horse,
Edwin Ginn, of the firm of Ginn A Co.,
It cures dandruff, stops falling hair
Faulkner and
ing that will draw people like the gospel
Wm.
were
and
never get under foot.
The
cbaperones
the well known book publishers. When
and itching scalp in two week·, or money
of Jesus Christ.
device dots the trick.
is a Hancock County boy, Florence Whlttum
back.
The last of the afternoon session on Mr. Ginn, who
F. F. Swan has purchased the Frank
ight girthing is unnecessary.
started out in life as a youogman, be beIt puts radiance and luster into tba'
Tuesday was devoted to the ezamination
E. Wood place at Norway Lake, and
All horsemen prefer them.
as a school teacher, and
hair that many women
lifeless
dull,
of Paul Rocbinni, an applicant for or- gan his career
for
Street property
term of school in the offers his Crescent
dination. Mr. Rochinni is a member of I taught his first
Buy * SA Bias Girth for the Stable.
possess, and does it in a few days.
in the building occupied sale.
Buy a ÔA Square (or the Street.
On March 25, 1910, Lulu I). Fix, of
the Mezico church. He is a native of | town of Sullivan
and supper of the
annual
The
meeting
the
of
school,
the
students
is
high
church will be Raphine, Va., wrote: "Parisian Sage
Italy, has taken a course in the Teach- by
their entering the new Second Congregational
ers' Bible Training School in New York, previous to
held at the vestry Thursday evening, a wonderful hair restorer; it stopped my
structure.
hair from falling out and stopped my
and has been engaged in work among
Nov. 3d.
πΐ.. >1.1
Π„».1 .1 U». U.nkn· mill
the Italians of Rumford and vicinity, in
Παηΐ
H McAlliitor
who has
been scalp from itching; also cured the danthe employ of the Maine Missionary So- be to a great extent rebuilt this winter with hie sod in New York fur some time, druff."
PROP. TUCKER HARNESS STORE.
Parisian Sage Ν sold bv Chas. H. 91 MAIN
ciety. He has a wife and child.
at an expense of 1100,000. The Malvern made bis Norway friends a call this
8T..
NORWAY, ME.
bottle.
a
cents
for
50
The service of Tuesday evening was was bnilt thirty years ago and from the week. He has
Howard
Co.
large
gone to Lovell for a few
the
devoted to
ordination of
Mr. first baa held a leading position among
days.
it naa oeen expected tnat the Bar Harbor hotels.
Kucoiooi.
The proposed
Mr. and Urn. Frank A. Danforth will
Italian representatives of the Teachers1 remodeling and building of a new wing go to their cottage at Southern Pines,
This
Bible Training School would be present to ! will provide work for a number of men North Carolina, for the winter, the las' You Risk Nothing by Trying
RELIEVING
Remedy.
participate in this «ervice, but on account during the winter months. Tbe exten- of the week.
NERVE STRAIN.
of illness none were there. In their ab- sion will be of wood with four stories
H. P. & E. £. Andrews sold 80 beadtof
We want every one troubled with insence (he service was conducted by the aod basement in the architectural style cattle at their stable on Parle Streei
our
That's what our glasses are doing.
to
to
come
and
dyspepsia
digestion
minister· of the conference, the sermon of the main building.
afternoon. George A. Cole, store and obtain a box of Rexall DysTuesday
If
you have reason to believe that
v
being given by Rev. W. C. Curtis, and the j
auctioneer.
They contain Bismuthpepsia Tablets
Two slick fellows worked an old game
charge to the candidate by Rev. Charles
entertained Subnitrafe and Pepsin prepared by a
there is anything wrong with your
B.
Bobbins
Amasa
Mrs.
form in a Portland jewelry
Harbutt of Portland.
I in a new
and
bad a lot of her daughter, Mrs. Dennis Durgan,
process which developes their groatest
eyes at all you should have them
An hour or more Wednesday morning store the other day. They
of Bockland, Maes.
power to overcome digestive disturbdiamonds which they, being bard up, sun Edward,
was devoted to the work of the Knights
of
the
examined at once.
Walter C. Brown is
Mrs.
guest
ances.
the
As
for
$400.
proprietor
of King Arthur, with the meeting in would sell
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Libby, Paris Street.
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets are verv
were worth much more than
SMALL CHARGE FOR
charge of the officers of Castle Crusaders knew they
Bev. Dr. A. B. Hervey of Bath was the pleasant to take.
the
They sooth" the Ir
and
the
over
money,
be
paid
of Norway. S. B. Cumminge, the Merlin that,
of Judge and Mrs. W. F. Jones the riteble. weak stomach, strengthen and PROPER GLASSES.
were wrapped up and left with guest
diamonds
of the castle, was present with them,
invigorate 'he digestive orp.tn*. relieve
the package was opened a first of the week.
and Carroll Bartlett, the King, presided him. When
Mrs. Carrie True has returned to Nor- nausea and indigestion, promote nutria quantity of paste
minntes
few
later,
with ease and self-possession. There
where she will make her borne. tion and bring about a feeling of comdiamonds were found in it, wortb pos- way
was
in Law- fort.
quite extensive consideration of
the men had dis- She has lived for some years
Meanwhile
$10.
sibly
with
the
Rev.
this work
boys, largely by
If you give Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets
rence, Mass.
appeared.
W.
and
Kev.
C.
J O. Fisher,
Curtis,
Dr. Winnifred S. Foster, who for some a reasonable trial we will return your
all
of
Ward
of
Kev. M. C.
Norway,
It is reported from Calais that tbe time lias visited her mother, Mrs. Al- money if you are not satisfied with the
whom are engaged in the work and Great Northern Paper Co. and the St. mira H. Foster, and brother, Henry B. result. Three sizes. 25 cents, 50 cents
much interested in it.
Croix Paper Co. at Woodland are both Foster, has returned to her home in and -91.00.
Remember yon can obtain
The Sunday evening service was con·' anxious to acquire the timber lands of Oakland, Cal.
Rexall Remedies only at—The Rexall
SOUTH PARIS.
•idered in two phases. In speaking of one of the great Calais lumber concerns
observed
wife
and
Hon. A. J. Stearns
Store.
how Ό make it attractive to young peo· and that during the past six months the tenth anniversary of their marriage
pie. Rev. Mr. Fisher said, we neod the surveying crews have gone over the at their Orchard Street home WednesGospel. Have straightforward topics, lands thoroughly. Should this deal be day evening, Tbey entertained a few of
that will make people think of their consummated it would probably mean their friends and enjoyed a very pleasant
duty to God. Make the staudard of the the building of an immense pulp and evening.
meeting high, and the standard of the paper plant either at Milltown or Union
The officers of the Federation of Wo
music high. "When they sing words and would Ciuse the gradual change of men'· Clubs for the ensuing year are:
noUn the tune of Old Black Joe," said tbe Border City from a great lumber
Pre«l<lent— Mr·. I.otU Athton.
During: the next few months nothing:
Mr. Fisher, "I call a halt. Sing Old center to a strong position in the paper
Secretary—Mr*. Alice Steam·.
Treasurer—Mr·. Annie Favor.
Black Joe in your parlor all you want making line.
will give you more comfort and satisfaction
Dr. and Mrs. Fred E. Drake will spend
to, but don't try to make it sacred
than a good
Eight Maine institutions were remem- their two weeks' vacation with Dr. and
sic. To bring such tunes as The Old I
.lames Munroe, the
will
of
in
the
bered
Oaken Bucket and Annie Laurie into
Mrs. Charles Johnston at Portsmouth,
Auburn shoe manufacturer,
the evening service, when we have such wealthy
Ν. H. This is the doctor's first vacation
Oct. 16. They were Central
since 1001.
grand hymns as The Son of Ood Goes who died
Maine General Hospital, 110,000; AuForth to War, is almost desecration."
The 27th annual Thanksgiving ball
for Aged Women, $5,000;
If you want to reach the unchurched burn Home
will be given at the opera house Thursof
West
First Congregational Society
Music by
evening, Nov. 24tb.
through the evening meeting, said Rev. ,
his home church, $5,000; Maine day
A. T. McWhorrer, on being drafted to 1 Auburn,
Stearns' Orchestra.
We have just received a complete asWoSociety, $3,000; Young
Freoland Howe, Jr., ia building the
supply a vacancy on that topic, the Missionary
Y.
State
sortment in 1, 2 and 3 quart sizes.
church members have got to be there. men's Home, Lewiston, $5,000;
foundation for a stable on his Pleasan*
Good Will Home for
You need a good sermon, good singing, ; M. C. Α.; $10,000;
Street lot.
À good one for 75 cents.
at Hinckley. $10,000; Bible Society
before the
was
and a warm atmosphere. Obstacles to Boys
Charles Lemienx
of Maine, $3.000. Sums ranging from
and
Court Thursday on the charge
Better ones for
rcachiog the unchurched are the lack of
Municipal
to $2.500 are given to nieces and
of intoxication, to which be pleade·!
cordial greeting, and the question of $500
the KANTLEEK
best
the
made,
while the remainder of the
And
in
nephews,
of
days
A sentence
ninety
dress.
which is valued at more than one guilty.
was imposed by Judge Jones, and
There was a general discussion of the estatp,
and the WAMPOLE SEAMLESS at
will be divided between his j<*il
000,
the band· of
$1,000
in
waa
the
mittimus
pluced
Sunday eveoiog meeting topic.
bis
and
James B. Munroe of Boston,
and
The last topic of the forenoon was the son,
Deputy Sheriff Bicknell, not to be servMrs. Alice M. Dixon, of Dened until after the afternoon train bad
laymen's part in advancing the Kingdom daughter,
Col.
ALL FULLY
said he would
left town. Lemleux
of God, considered from three stand- ver,
leave town.
points. Κ. N. Swett of Norway con••Hiawatha," Nov. n.
In the Norway Municipal Court on
sidered it from the standpoint of the
and other
line of
Also a
Tbe senior class of Norway High
the
Sunday School superintendent, and urg- school have just made arrangements Thursday, there was a bearing in
Goods.
Rubber
case of George L. Stephens of Bryant's
ed that the attendance of cl<urch memwith the Seates A Rigler Entertainment
with maintaining a liquor
bers on the Sunday School and their
beautiful love Pond, charged
At the Pharmacy of
Ansel Dudley of Bryant's
assistance in its work as far m they Co. to stage Longfellow1*
nuisance.
In
tbe
NorNov.
11,
"Hiawatha,"
Hon. James
was the complainant.
are qualified to give it, is a duty in- story,
Pond
The play will be
way Opera House.
S. Wright appeared for the state, and M
cumbent upon them.
in dramatic pantomime, song and
The
From the standpoint of the business given
L. Kimball, E«q., for Stephens.
Hiawatha
of
dance, embracing the life
the location of the
Sticceanore to P. A SHURTLKFF & CO.,
as
man, the topic was considered, on brief
alleged
place
bis
of
death
the
his babyhood to
to
nuisance waa a oamp belonging
notice and as a substitute, by Henry from
MAINE.
in
PARIS,
SOUTH
Minnebaba,
Indian
beautiful
bride,
Nelson of Rumford, who pointed out a
Stephens on the west abore of Lake
tbe famine scene. Fancy dancing and
and the date alleged was
number of ways in which the business
Christopher,
drills will be interspersed between tbe the 24th of
man can help, particularly in caring for
September and since that
About 150
beautiful Indian pictures.
time. It appeared from the evidence
the material xffaira of the church.
school children will aid in the musical that three young men went to the camp
From the standpoint of a woman was
numbers.
the branch of the topic assigned to Mrs.
Saturday night, Sept. 24tb, and remainTbe instructor for tbe play will arrive ed there witn
Stephens until aome time
Annie Barnes of Norway, who urged
work
Nov. 1, when the actual
the next day. One of them took with
that we consider carefully both the in- Tuesday,
will begin.
him a quart of alcohol, half of which
fluence we may exert by our words and
was "split" and consumed during their
acts, and the opportunities which pre
NOT SORRY FOR BLUNDER.
two botsent themselves for advancing the Kingstay, and Mr. Stephens set out
in
blundered
hadn't
friends
"If my
tle'· of gin, a quantity of which was also
dom. She emphasized particularly the
of convictim
doomed
a
was
I
consumed. There was quite a lot of
cheerful, hopeful spirit. thinking
need of a
not be alive now,"
I
noise there, and some of the men were
General discussiou followed Mr·. Barnes' sumption, T. might
=
Sanders of Harrodsburg,
writes D.
intoxicated. A number of =
considerably
remarks.
saw every atfor
"but
they
etate
tbe
years
Ky.,
called
by
other witnesses were
At the afternoon session the conferto cure a lung-racking cough fail.
to teatlfy aa to occurrences there at other
ence sermon was given by Rev. R. J. tempt
New Discovery.
tried
Dr.
I
last
King'·
At
not
did
but tbey
give muoh eviBruce of Norway, and the conference
It soon times,
in
The effect was wonderful.
dence of value. No evidence waa put
closed with the communion. Rev. W.
betin
the cough and I am now
the respondent. Judge Jones bound
C. Curtis and Rev. A. T. McWhorter stopped
by
for
had
years.
ter health than I have
in the
acted as ministers, and the deacons
Stephens over to tbe grand jury
Tbis wonderful life saver is an unrivaled sum of 1300. Bail waa furniabed.
were W. H. Porter of Norway, Heary
la
for coughs, oolds,
grippe,
Nelson of Rumford, and'A. B. Talbot remedy
asthma, croup, hemorrhages, whooping
of South Paris.
and
IOWA MAN'S LIFE.

There will be a missionary meeting a
three o'clock Thursday afternoon a '
Mrs. L. C. Morton'·.
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Night Robes.

Don't worry over making your night robes,
when you can save time, trouble and in most
us
cases money, try buying them all made, let

show you

great values in this line.

and full, only 98c.
ROBES, good outing flannel in blue, braid, long
frnnt
and
front
back,
I pink «tripe, yoke
Another style in fancy stripe· with
yoke trimmed with braid, only 50c.
yoke handsomely trimmed with finish
and cuffs trimmed, tame
ROBES, fancy stripes, heavy onting, braid, collar
double yoke across back and front, col- price, 98c.
lar and cuffs trimmed with fancy braid,
ROBES in plain white, pink and blue,
great value, 79c.
extra fleeced, pointed double yoke, braid
and ruffs, cuffs of fall
ROBES, heavy twilled flannel in plain trimmed collar
and
full
$1.25.
itli
long,
trimmed
ruffl·,
and white,

blue, p^k,

SKIRTS.

FLANNEL

SKIRTS made from heavy plain out-. value 50c.
Light weight in blue and pink stripe
ing flannel, 27 29-31 inch, S inch flounce
with
deep flounce, 25c.
extra
hem
full, special
with hemstitched

KIMONOS.
KIMONOS

LONG

of

made

fancy

Flannelette, with plain sateen facing,
double yoke in back, front with 1-2 in

tucke,

rare

value,

98c.

SHORT KIMONOS and

SACQUES heavy

fleeced

DRESSING

material, large

assortment of fancy patterns, some with
shirring at waist, bias band for cuffa,
piped with sateen, panel and collar with
piping?, front tucked with 1-2 in. tacki,

only 98c.

Several other styles in fancy pattern·,
trimmed, some with facing, 50c aud 79c.

Wanted.

STORES

BLUE

MILK AND CREAM.

The
Underwear

Clever Women

Question

Îatent

is uppermost in your and our
minds just now. We have a large
variety to show you.

We Sell Them

JAMES N. FAVOR,

For

Improving Sight.

Dyspepsia.

J

mu-|

HERE'S JUST AN IDEA.

We

are

are

positive

F.

Henry Muzzy
SAVES AN
or weak lungs. 50c., $1.00. Trial
Reaolutions on the death of Dea. cough
The very grave seemed to yawn before
bottle free. Guaranteed by the C. H.
:
aa
follows
were
Heald
C.
passed
Stephen
Robert Madeen, of West Burlington,
Howard Co.
As it bas pleased our father to call
in tbe
Iowa, when, after seven weeks
home our beloved brother, Dea. 8. C.
in
Maine
did
Thunder showers
damage
four of tbe beat physiciana
hospital,
Heald, we, the Oxford Conference of Tuesday evening. Several places were
the margave him up. Then was shown
Congregational Churches, wish to ex- struck by lightning in Saoo, Including a velous curative power of Electric Bitters.
press onr deepest sympathy:
church which was considerably damag- For, after eight montha of frightful Buf(1). To h la wife and children, and ed by fire and water, and a barn was fering from liver trouble and yellow
them.
oomfort
that
the
Father
may
pray
burned in Belmont.
jannaioe, getting no belp from other
(2). To tha church which be loved,
remediea or dootora, five bottlee of this
and worked for so long and earneatly.
WILL PROMOTE BEAUTY.
matohlesa medicine completely cured
(3). To the whole community where
guaranteed for
Women desiriog beauty get wonderful him. It'a poaitivelv
his good citizenahip counted for God
It Stomach, Liver or kidney troublée and
Salve.
Arnica
Buoklen's
from
help
and right.
at tbe C.
pimples, skin eruptions, sores never disappointa. Only 50o.
(4). To our Oxford Conference, where banishes
skin soft and H. Howard Co.'a store.
tbe
makes
It
boils.
and
his presence was always an inspiration
Cures
tbe face.
and blessing. As he has gone to join velvety. It glorifies
sore eyes, cold sores, craoked lips, chapActive welfare work among tbe lumthe great oholr, hia sweet song will be
for
Best
burns, scalds, fever bermen of Maine le to be taken up very
missed by ua as well aa bis own cburoh. ped bands.
at
25c.
and
bruises
outs,
piles.
soon under tbe auspices of tbe Young
Resolved, That r copy of these resolu- sores, H.
A start
Howard Co. pharmacy.
C.
Men'a Christian Aaaoeiation.
tions be sent to Mra. Heald, published In the
will be made thia week upon the foundathe Oxford Democrat, and spread on our
Beautiful but frosty morning for the tions of a building at Greenville Junction,
Conference records.
last day of October Monday. Thar which will be conducted on tbe same
▲. T. McWhobtkk, I
> Committee.
mometer down to 14 at Hotel Andrews, plana as are tbe railroad association
Hknby Muzzy,
whloh la the reoord for tbia season bj a Doilldloga in so many place· throughout
Ihvino A. Bkan,
j
1
the oountry.
number of degree·,
Adopted Oct. 26,1910.
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Men.

Squares, Oilcloth, Mats.
Carpets, Bugs,
Draperies, Couch Covers, Stand Covers, etc.
One piece Suits, Wrappers, Flannelette Kimonos, Fleeced Skirts, Blankets.
Art

35

South Paris,

ύ

i

Clothier and Furnisher,

MARKET SQUARE,
-

-

Maine.

South Paris.

r- λ.'·»

New

Suits
Dress Goods
Dress Trimmings

In the New Dark Rich Fall

Complete.

Gloves and Mittens for Women, Children and

Factory equipped
if/iÂ new machinery
throughout. All meth■
mJf ods of manufacturing
improved 501»—style
ψ
direct proportion—value
in
too. Smart—Stylish and Flexible to the last degree. The new
mcdels on display today. You re
cordially invited to inspect them.

31 Market Sq.,

DEPARTMENT STORE.

Saxony.

CO.,

J. F. Plummer,

Dayton Bolster Co.

Wool, Cotton and Fleeced Hose for all.
Talmar Knitting Tarns in Scotch, Spanish and

NOYES

iwr.

$1.50.

Underwear for Men, Women and Children.

NOYES'.

TYLES better than

Chas. H. Howard Co.,

Every

AT

Attunmtmttnti

Syringes

Department

TRADE

'shoe

WARRANTED.

COUNTRY

and

make it worth your while

w/irÛ)

$2.50.

N.

wool,

SOUTH PARIS.

$2.00

good

we can

H.

j

$1.00, $1.25

prepared with all kinds of Winter Apparel,
TO

HOT WATER BOTTLE,

{

Not Fleeced—cotton, cotton and

UNION SUITx

all wool, 50c, ïl 00, $1 50.
Jereeye—In cutfou, cotton and wool,
woole, 11.00, #1.δ0. «2 00.
MEDIUM WEIGHT.
Fleece Lined—Wrijibt'e (Solid Comfort), Some do not like heavy so we have a
$'2 00, $3 00
go-between at 50c, Tic, ?1 00.
TWO-l'IECE SUITS.
HOYS' UNDERWEAR.
Fleece Lined—cotton, cotton and wool, Two piece and Union at 50c and *100
per suit.
wool, 50c, 75c, $1 00, ?1 50.

If you

are

suit this

wish to
not
«

Colorings.

going to purchase a

new

fall, get it early if you

save

money.

all, will cost

Many, if

more

for

re-

orders.
Sincerely yours,

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
Λ

NORWAY,
.

MAINE.

Free!

Free!

-

THE LAND OF
Free! PIIZZLEDOM.

-

A KING KINEO RANGE.

|t,itl ting

"I «m pleased to reeommend CbamBrlain's Cough Remedy «β the beat
I know of and safest remedy for
OomnosduM on toplo· of Intewl to ihe Wlw if >nglis, colds, aod bronchial trouble,"
rites Mrs. L. B. Arnold of Denver,
Column, Ôxfoni Democrat, 8outh Pari»,
q ol. "We have used it repeatedly and
Κ has oeyer failed to give relief. For
ai kle by all dealers.
Recipes from Harper'» Bazar.

homemakebs COLUMN.

ASSIST NATURE
th·

I

"I want a license to marry the best

L

My first an act wo of tan tell;
My aecond all should be;
My whole a meat some like right well.
But 'tla not

me.

On every street iny second see;
My whole, a κβπι of price not high.
Prom faroS Ceylon brought to buy.

1IL

THE PERSON bringing the largest number
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs' Variety
Store, Norway, Wednesday, November 23,1910,
Kineo
at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King
Ask
FREE.
your
Range, valued at $60.00,
friends to begin to save this advertisement
for you.

B'.·.

EN

KIDNEYB

Building,
PORTLAND, me.

JONQUILS, Etc.,

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,

cream.

macaroon

Whip a pint of cream until it is very
stiff. Grate iuto fine crumbs two dozen
macaroons; and for this purpose it is

South Paris.

and

Title of famous play and Its principal character.

Ever)· bit of material

that iocs in' > them
duris as honest
able a» the rt.-ictest
business integrity
can comr jJ and
the b'ggcst, most

wear

We have

No. 1106.—Novel Acrostic.
All the words described contain the
When rightly
same number of letters.
guessed and writteu oue below another th«· Initials will spell the name of a
famous ruler who perished ut Thermopylae. and auother row of letters will
spell the uame of the people over

perfect organization

whom he ruled.
Crosswords. 1. To decrease. 2. To
y A tribe of Indians for whom a
use
i-ily has been named. 4. Natural. 5.
t'uiujured. C. Scarcity. 7. A son of
Anchises. 8. Regular method or order

in the rubber business control

ever

seen

men who have spent
The making is supervised and inspected by
of the highest class of Rubber Boots, Shoe·
years in the making

-St. Nicholas.

aitd Arctics.

Ask Your Dealer for MALDEN RUBBERS
They

are

No. 1107.—Backward and Forward Puzzle.
What word whir h is synonymous
with 12 o'clock is spelled backward
What womand forward the sail»·?
an's name of three letters mentioned
What woman's uame
in the Bible?
of six letters, also meationed in the
Bible? What girl's name of four let-

mad· in all atvle«. iron* Infant»' Overshoe·
to Men'· Hip Boot*

NEW ENGLAND ACENTS

A. H. BERRY SHOE CO., Portland, Me.

ters?

When in want of

anything

MIND!

In

Keep

PLEASE

in onr lines give us

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

a

Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,

Floor Finish.
Liquid Filler,

Wagon Paints,

Turpentine,

Brushes.

and Sherwin-Williams.
Our paint* include Impervious, Heath Λ Milligan,

Paroid

Hoofing—The best of all

roofings.

Telephone

have

a

few first class wheelbarrows.

Call and

see

My third is in isle, my fourth in lisle
My fifth is in ease. The whole will
always please.
Answer.—Smile.

them.

Batteries" the
nd Electrical Supplies—We sell "Columbia Ignition
for automobiles and telephones.

Kay to Puzzledom.
Puzzle Sandwiches: 1.
1093
S-tag-e. 2. S-haiu-e. 3. Olaw-s. 4.
H-ear-t. 5. W-rat-h. 0. T-hum-b.
Charades: 1. Cap-l-toll.
No. 10W.
capitol. 2. Or-a-toe-rl-oh, oratorio.
No I095.-Double Zigzag: From 1
to 2, Thackeray; 3 to 4. Pendennls.
2. Chapel
Cross Words: 1. Turuip.
5. Kindle. 6.
3. Acumen. A Scalds
9
8. Rachis.
7. Ht-ason.
Cement.
No.

oeet

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
South Paris.

Picture Frames

KIDNEY

DISEASE

and Pictures,

r

&

Mouldings SjL

High

Grade Portrait Work

in

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L M. TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

A LOW PRICE
•'^'--os-

Wool
to close out odd

Carpets
patterns and clean

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Comer Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

—

A

Portmanteau

Word:

Dictionary.

No. 1097.—Stationery Puzzle: Blotter, clamps, paper, stamp, pen, envelope. ink, rule, eraser.
Double Curtailings: 1.
No. 1098.
3. lron-ic. 4.
Nero-IL
2
Unlt-ed

Year health and life depend
upon the Kidneys' working
propoily. When out of order
ou La>o pains in the buck,
bri'.-k dust deceits in the

Tons-II.
Transdeletion:
1099.
No
read
β
Να 1100. ΝοτΗ Acrostic: Love.

excretion*.scalding pains,

sw.lliug around eyes,
constipated bowels,
•waiuesA, fever, rheumatic

—

pains.

The best treatment
for these conditions is Dr.
Kenedy's Favorite Irmrty.
It removes the uric acid from
the system, the cause of most
Kiduey, Liver and Blood troubles. 35
y^ars of success. Write Dr. David Kennedy Co., Rondout, Ν. Y., for free sample
bottle. Larue bottles f 1.00 all druggiau.

little oold io the head may be
the beginning of an obstinate case of
Drive out the invader
Catarrh.
Nasal
with Ely's Cream Balm applies straight
to the inflamed stuffed up air-passages.
Price 50c. If you prefer to use an
atomizer, ask for Liquid Creàm Balm.
It has all the good qualities of the solid
form of this remedy and will rid you of
catarrh or bay fever. No cocaine to
breed a dreadful habit. No mercury to
dry out the secretion. Price 75c„ with
All druggists, or mailed
Delivered at any station on the spraying tube.
50 Warren Street, New
Bros
Ely
by
and
Grand Trunk between Berlin
York.

Only a

Pulp Wood Wanted.

Portland.

43tf

Also White Ash bolts.
J. M. DAY,
Bryant's Pond, Me.

A teacher was trying to explain the
danger· of overwork to one of the smaller

I HAVE ON HAND

Harness,
Blankets,

itreogtheolof their weakened digestion
tnd for regulating the bowel·.
t>y all dealers.

Trunks,
Bags,

SuitCases.1,i!

$7.00.

W. 0.
South

Frothingham,

Pari·,

V

\

"Now,

Chamberlain's Stomach »nd Liver Tablet· do not sicken or gripe, and may be
taken with perfect safety by tbe most
lelicate woman or tbe youngest child.
The old and feeble will also And them a
most suitable remedy for aiding and

Fly Nets,

to

pupils.

Tommy," the pursued, "if
your father were busy all day and said
he would have to go back to tbe office
at night, what would be be doing?"
"That's what ma wants to know."

Can show you Suit Cases from 90c

'

There is Uttl· danger from a oold or
an attack of the grippe ezoept

root

c

\

by pneumonia,

and this
when
Chamberlain'·
is uaed. Thle remedy
ι·· won ita great reputation and extenive sale by ita remarkable oares of oold·

•hen followed

happens
tough Remedy

1 lever

JJ

For «ale

Do a man a favor once and he may be
prateful; do him several favor· and be
irill think you owe them to him.

! nd grip

Main·,

Mix

rice,

together one pint of cold boiled
pint of canned tomatoes, ten
finely chopped, a tablespoonful of

one

mpiloit
ealen.

and can be relied npon with
confidence. For sale by all

JOHN J. HAYDEN,
η

Bankrupt's

Petition for

Discharge.

ι
the matter of
(jHλRLES M. GURXEY, | In Bankrupts
Bankrupt. I
Γο the Hon. Clarence IIale, Judge of the Die
η

Bankrupt's

Petition for

)

J

firm, ripe

set In

a

cool

place overnight.

morning drain off all the liquid,

In the

cover

the vegetables with cold water, and at
the end of fifteen minutes drain this off.
Into enough vinegar to cover the tomatoes and onions stir two tablespoonfuls
each of allspice, stick cinnamon and
whole cloves, three ounces of mustardseed and two pounds of brown sugar.
Pour the spiced vinegar over the vagetables and cook ateadily until the pickles
If there is too much liquid
are tender.
dip some of it out. Fill heated jars
with the mixture, and sea).
FRENCH ONION

SOUP.

without smoke or smell.
An indicator always shows the amount of oil In the font.
Filter-cap does not screw on; but is put in like a cork in a bottle,
and is attached by a chain and cannot get lost.
An automatic-locking flame spreader prevents the
wick from being turned high enough to smoke, and is easy to
remove and drop back so that it can be cleaned in an instant.
The burner body or gallery cannot become wedged, and can be unscrewed
wellIn an instant for rewlcking. Finished In japan or nickel, strong, durable,
Has a cool handle.
made, built for service, and yet light and ornamental.
Dtaltrs Ev*rywhtn.

JI8 rUlCT OF M AIME, 88.
On thle 42ml day of Oct., A. D. 1910, on read
ng the foregoing petition, It le
Ordered by tho Court, that a hearing be had
, ipon the eame on the 2nd day of Dec., A. D
! 910, before said Court at Portland, In eald Die
rlct, at 10 o'clock In tho forenoon ; and that
lotlce thereof be published In The Oxford Demie rat, a newspaper
printed in «aid Dletrlct, and
ι hat all known credltore, and other peraone In
ntereet, may appear at the said time and place,
ind show cauee, If any they have, why the
be granted.
, irayer of said petitioner should not
And It le further Ordered by the Court, that the
;ierk shall send by mall to all known creditors
«pies of said petition and thle order, addressed
ι » them at their places of reeldence ae stated.
Wlmees the lion. Clarence Hale, Judge
if the eald Court, and the leal thereof, at Port·
and, In aald District, on the 22nd day of Oct
i. D. 1910.
JAMES E. I1KWEY, Clerk.
[L.8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.

The best way to make this is: Peel a
Condensed Statement of the
large onion and mince it with a sharp
MUTUAL
knife. Put into a saucepan a generous
tablespoonful of butter. When this ie < SIRE INSURANCE COMP'Y.
melted, put in the onion and stir over a
LOViLL, MAIN·.
hot fire until browned. Do not allow
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1909.
the onion to burn or scorch. As soon as
$ 29 89
and hank,
a delicate shade of brown is reached, ( a«h In office
80 no
II other assets,
pour into the saucepan one and one half
$ 79 «9
Gro- e cash asoete,
pints of water, at a bard boil, and season
to taste with salt and pepper.
Bring to
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1909.
Put in
a boil and take from the fire.
I 79 89
Xet cash assets
of
fried
breada
handful
each soup plate
remlum notes eubj ct to assessment,...$5.10110
In
the
of
536 M
dice or
croutons, pour
aoup,
leduct all assessments and payments,..
and put a little grated Parmesan cheese
$1,569 32
Balance due on premium notes
on the surface.
Ε. T. STEARNS, Secretary.
* 145
PEAB8 GATEAUX.
Wipe six smooth, mellow pears (Bartletts are best), remove the blossom end,
ι Chestnut Mare, 1300 lbs., six
scoop out the core. Make a rich, clear
colt, single
syrup, to which add the juioe of a
ears old, ι
lemon. Place the pears upright in a
t: riving har.iess, riding wagon and
over
hot
the
and
syrup
pour
saucepan,
new.
them; cover, and let them simmer until s leiçh,
F. H. DeCostbr, South Pairs
tender without being broken. Lift out
oarefully, cool, and fill the oavitlea with 4: -5
chopped figs and English walnnt meats, I
WANTED.
and aet on ioe. Bake a plain aponge
cake in a thin sheet, cool, and out Into ! A limited number of ambitious men of characaa solicitor* and
aa many rounds aa there are pears; « rànd ability to ill positions
l.d managers. Compensation from $15.00 to
•coop ont a little from the oentres, and
Reference· re0.00 per week to right parties.
set a pear on each piece, and pour the
to W. C. Co.; Look
dred.
à
them.
over
ayrup

ξ

A party line subscriber is sidetracked
on his line are

while the other subscribers

talking.
A special line is
are

never

L

in

use

talking yourself.
The more special lines in

Regular price $1.50.

ONE YEAR

Each

for wh ch

price

our

is

only

$2,25

We will send, absolutely without cost to you. a set
of three (3) beautiful photogravures, printed on heavy
plate paper, size 14 1-2x19 1-2.
These are GENUINE HAND-COLORED
ductions from the famous paintings,

repro-

PEACEFUL HOUR, by Kabci
THE BREAKERS, by Henrique
MOTHER AND CHILD,

by Ruber. Ferruzi

If purchased in a first-class art store these pictures
would cost you at least $2.00 each. They must be seen
to be appreciated.
The subscriptions may be either new or renewals,
but your order should be mailed TO-DAY to

THE

OXFORD

DEMOCRAT,
South Paris, Maine.

U.S.

Ui

υ·5·

Don't knock
The

are

exchange,

the Telephone

Company'

reported busy.

subscriber elects which

service he will take and rates
the cost of

furnishing

of service.

Call up

money earnert,

class

of

are based on

particular class
the local Manager and
that

It is the
get rates for special line service.
best we have and the cheapest at the price.

being

cream

eavert.

Pan-American World's Record proves it, Seattle

Grand Prize
The 1910

I
01

assures

U. S. SEPARATORS

the cleanest skimmers, easiest running, most
casi>y washed and durable separator ever made.

;

re

r.

Β

mJ

T.

it.

Interlocking Style

"car in and Jyear out
—

the better the service.

because lines

unless you

an

§.ioney,

never

—/
they

run

making trouble.

|

υ

£>

ever making
a hitch,
hi
them, you need one.

without

L·»

—

\\'e sell

M.

DAVIS, Agent, South

Paris.

me

L. S. BILLINGS

ess

Lumber

of All Kinds for
Building Purposes.

DUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid Roofing,

Shingles,

ipple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.

HE TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH COMPANY.

I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid Rooting·.
ire other makes, but Paroid is the best

L. S.
FOLDING
APPLE LADDER!
THE

CONVENIENT.
WELL MADE,

SERVICEABLE.
UP-TO-DATE.
NONE BETTER»
MAO·

ONLY BY

F. WILLIS

&

CO.,

PARIS, MAINE.
Write for prices on «II kinds ol ladders.
WEST

*0,

%<*/*

V.

%
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BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.

A Prediction
About Oysters
We predict that in two years from now, tub oysters will be a
thing of the past
,
SEALSHIPT OYSTERS are to-day what other oysters must
be two years from now.
The
They are shipped in air-tight, germ-proof containers.
No ico and not a drop of
ice goes outside of the containers.
water ever touches the oysters.
The containers are sealed at the seaside and remain sealed
until they reach us.
Every mile of the journey from the shore to us they are under
careful supervision.

SEALSHIPT OYSTERS are all
solid meats. No railroad ice "liquor"
as in common oysters shipped in open
wooden tubs.

HAIR

the flavor of the real sea oyster—
order SEALSHIPT next time.

*

Our free book, "SEASIDE OYSTER DISHES," contains many fine
shore recipes. Step in when passing and get a copy.

PARKER'S
BALSAM

CImuik· and bcaatifle* th· hair. I
Promote a luxuriant growth.
}
Hover Falls to Enters α ray I
Hair to Its Youthful Color.
dliMM.
*
hair falling.
Cum fcmlp

IEN WANTED.

■

or
<*riitu,T
Eoglneer

Automobile

We need men to train In three weeks, for |κ>·
tlons paying $20 to $30 weekly.
Easy work,
tort hours, (Jreat demand now. DrlTlngand
Five year· of success.
Write
upge work.

IS—3-23 '11

There

Our list of appreciative customers
of SEALSHIPT OYSTERS is growing every day. If you want to know

nearly

BoxJM^

Your favorite local paper,

Reported Busy

Your Line is

two-year-old

^yply

farmers.

The Oxford Democrat,

They are

For Sale.

£

re-

By using a United States Separator.

{

~

season one

readers, hence this

SAVE ALL YOUR CREAM

LOVELL

^

subscription

our

practical farm paper for practical
Regular price $1.00, and

US

( Incorporated)

j

]

A

dtscriptw* circular

Standard Oil Company

J

j

If not at ycuri, write for
to tht martst agtney of the

by

The New-York Tribune Farmer,

»

Absolutely tmokeleu and oiorlm
which can be kept at full or low heat for a short or long time.
Four quarts of oil will give a glowing heat for nine hours,

Bankruptcy.

Bankrupt. )
Spread a large sheet of heavy white <
on
Γο the Hon. Clabenck Hale, Judge of the
paper thickly with butter, and lay
the United States for the
of
Court
Dletrlct
the lower side of the broiler. Rub some
Dletrlct of Maine :
on both sides with
trimmed
chops
nicely
GEORGE G. JUDKIXS of Rumford, In the
salt and pepper, and place on the butter- ι tT County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
ed paper; lay on these another piece of , laid Dletrlct, respectfully représente, that on
of May. laet past, he was duly
buttered paper the same size as the first ; he 11th day
idiudged bankrupt under the Acte of Congress
and fold the edges together on all sides, ! ■elating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surand rights of property,
creasing them down firmly (the folds j •endered all hie property
md has fully complied with all the requirements
should be at least an inch wide). Broil >f
eald Acte and of the orders of Court touching
over a clear fire, turning often that the ] da bankruptcy.
broiled in
Wherefore he praye, that he m*y be decrecd
paper may not ignite. Chops
jy the Court to have a full discharge from all
this manner are deiiciously juicy and lebts
provable against hie estate under eald
well flavored.
lankruptcv Acte, except eurh debts ae are excepted by law from eucn discharge.
Dated thle 15th day of Oct, A. D. 1910.
SWEET TOMATO PICKLES.
GEORGE G. JUDKIXS, Bankrupt.
These are easily made thus: Cut into
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
tomatoes.
of
a

a

>£RFECTIO:

Discharge.
In

ΓΠΐ:ί

markable offer :
To every reader of this paper who will send NOWTO-DAY—one subscription to our special combination-

always

lower temperature than the
rest of the house. There are times
when it is necessary to raise the
temperature quickly or to keep the
temperature up for a long period.
That can't be done by the regular
method of heating without great
trouble and overheating the rest of
The only reliable
the house.
method of heating such a room
alone by other means is to use a
has

(ranted.

in the matter of
GEORGE G. JUDKIXS,

CO.

to be remembered

the side of the house where
winter blasts strike hardest

And Hie further ordered by the Court, that
;he Clerk shall eend by mall to all known cred.
tore copiée of eald petition ami thle order, adIreseed to them at their placée of reeldence ae
ta ted.
witneee the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
>f the eald Court, and the eeal thereof, at 1'ortand, In eald Dletrlct, on the 22nd day of Oct..
\. D. 1910.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[l. a.]
Λ true copy of petition and order thcroon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

BROILED IN PAPER.

A.

on

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
District or Maink, es.
On thle 22nd day of October, A. D. 1910, on
reading the foregoing petition, It le—
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing l« had
A. D.
i|K>n the same on the '2nd day of Dec.,
1910, before eald Court afePortland, In eald Die
that
and
In
the
o'clock
forenoon;
at
10
riot,
lotlee thereof l>e published In The Oxford
eald
In
Dletrlct,
a
Democrat, newspaper printed
ind that all known credltore, and other pereone
η Interest, may appear at the eald time and
place, and show cauee, If any they have, why
;he prayer of eald petitioner ehould not be

two

BOLSTER

DAYTON

That Cold Room

trlrt Court of the United State» for the Dletrlr
of Maine:
1HARLES M. GURXEY of Hartford, In thr I
County of Oxford, aud Sute of M::1n··. !
η eald Dletrlct, ree|>cctfully renrcsents, that on
he whs duly
.he 23rd day ofi'ctoher,
idjudged bankrupt, under the Act* of Congrcsha*
he
that
duly stir■efatlngto Bankruptcy;
•eodercil all hie proiwrty and right* ot iiropeity
all
the
with
ind has fully compiled
rc<j Irement*
; >f said Ante and of the order* of Court touching
ili* bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he may be decrecd
all
jy tho Court to have a full discharge from
tebte provable against hie estate under said
lankruptcy Arte, except eurli debts as are ex
:cpted t>y law from euch discharge.
Dated this 20th day of October, A. D. 1910.
CHAULES M. ti U UN Κ Y, Bankrupt.

tire. Beat
sugar, and take it from the
the yolks and whites of four eggs separately and very stiff and blanch and chop
to make
up very fine enough almonds
two tablespoonfuls (almond paste m«y
be used iusteail). Beat into the souttie
first the yolks of the eggs, then the
chopped almonds, and last the whites of
the eggs. Turn it into a buttered pudding dish and bake for fifteen minutes
in a hot oven. Serve as soon as it is
done, before it falls.
LAMB CHOPS

N.

Snokelem

premises.

..At.

ALMOND SOUFFLE.

Cook together

thick slices peck
Add to these a quart of small white
Dream, onions, sliced thin. Sprinkle the vegetables with a large cupful of salt, and

A FULL STOCK OF

up stock.

NORWAY,

Yields.
No. 1090.

KILLS.

Mats, Mirrors

Acrostic.
first la io snow, my second in

mow.

The kind that lasts.
make to order.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We
screened in.
veranda
Have
stock.
in
your
doors
Kegu'ar sizes of
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.

Wheelbarrows—We

word

the

tablespounfuls of
butter and half a cupful of flour, and
when they are smoothly blended add one
pint of milk. Stir to a thick paste and
add three tablespoonfuls of powdered

My

try imitations.

trui.sposo

Indicated.)

No. 1109.—Charade.
My first Is a bright mineral My
My third is
eecoud is a black tluid.
what we do with our feet The whole
la a stylish uud useful desk article.

Don't

TUE TIME TESTED KIND.

and

olivee
butter, and a half-pint of cream. Season
with red pepper and salt. The tomatoes
Cook
should be stewed before using.
for about five miuu'ee in a double boiler
and serve hot on a well heated plate.

Putty, Nails,

Linseed Oil,
Varnishes,

letter

a

Mashed potato that has been left over
For
can be used to make potato puff.
each cupful of ruaehed potato beat up
Mix with the potato a little
one egg.
butter, a little milk, and the eggs. Put
it into a pudding dish and bake until it
is slightly brown on top.

I'll not prepare the food today.
The task la vile and low.
Some foreign «lave may do such work.
'TIs Just their course to go.
Within the hammock I'll reclineThat is. until It's time to dine;
Then I'll sit down with friends of mine.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, (ilass,
Builders' Hardware. Sheathing Paper,
House Paints,
Barn Paints,
Roof Paints.

(Drop

I'OTATO PUFF.

BY

For Sale.

CREAM.

Rub the bananas through a coarse
sieve and add us much cream as fruit
To une pin* uf this
■mrl a pinch of mil.t.
mixture add two ounces of powdered
it ih very
"Ujiar and whip it all up uutil
light and frothy. Serve it cold in glassof
es, with a candied cherry on the top
each.

SALE

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

>n

BANANA

FOR

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONEY REFUNDED.

ere.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

We intend to make this

long

FOR Colds 8

Hub two teasp'jonfuls of cornstarch to
a paste with a gill of cold milk, and stir
In the prosperous village of South
it Into a generous cupful of scalding
\»ris, on the western side of Western
one
Beat
boiler.
eng
a
double
in
milk
Vveiiue, a cottage house with seven
light, stir into it a half-cupful of granu- ( inished looms, pantry, halls and shed.
lated sugar, aud pour the scalding liquid
I'here is an extra building lot, thirtygradually upon it. Beat hard and return , ive fruit trees consisting of apple, pear,
It
to the fire in the double boiler aud boil,
>lum and cherry, also blackberries.
stirring all the time until thick aud s within two minutes' wr.lk of tlie sled
with
flavor
until
cool,
smooth. Set aside
HCtory and ten from depot and postvanilla extract, and epread on cake lay- , )flice.
For further information inquire

OF

BANK

r PHOTOGRAVURES

WITH

ΚΟΚ CAKE.

RICE CUAUFFEE

No. 1108.—Subtraction·.

call.

FILLING

NATIONAL

NORWAY

THE

0 Hand Colored CDCC

LUNGS

THE

£at||rdl|y,

Hours :

William Tell Flour,

Dr. King's
New Discovery

necessary to l.ave very dry
The fresh ones cannot be
macaroons will keep for anyleng'hof
time and just grow dryer and harder, so
whenever a few are left over they can be
put away in a tin box and then after»
while there will be enough to mako tins
crumbs
dessert. Mix the macaroon
thoroughly iuto the whipped cream, add
aud
put It
whatever flavoring you prefer,
Seivein
on ice for two or three hours
a glass bowl with a few frjsh macaroons
aud preserved cherries on top.
CKKAM

CURE

9 A· ft· to 3 P* ft·
cl04e „ l>l3 p> M.
Open through the noon hour.

Ruftin£<s
Business

(3)

KILLthe couch

k

macarooua
grated, out

Rubber Foot-

GREENHOUSE,

•S.

Send for Catalogue.

consistent with safety.

For William Tell bread is a marvel of
lightness—its cake melts in your mouth—
its pastry makes the cook famous.
One sack will prove itself—order today.

S|

Fall Planting
Forcing.
FASTER LILIES, TULIPS,
JARCISSI, HYACINTHS, CROCUS,

SEWING
MACHINES.

We offer you good service, courtesy, liberality and stability and every accommodation

they bake.

TRUES
ELIXIR

BROCHKTTK.

paid.

So they use nothing but William Tell
Flour—and have "good luck" every day

For pains In the side or chest dampen I
„ piece of flannel with Chamberlain's
I <in<ment and bind it on over the sear of
1 ain. There is nothing better.
Forj
« ale by all dealers.

Β U LB

STANDARD

Wearproof
Waterproof

baking need.

DHRYSANTHEMUMS|

PIANOS A ORGANS.

Most Durable

want flour that never fails—that makes the
most bread to the sack—that serves every

Guest—Once a man who had a baby
t liât didn't cry and a dog that didn't bite
, rent to live in a suburb without raoeq uitoes.

Cut the kidneys through the cemer
aud remove the white veins and (at.
Wash them in cold water and drop in
IV.
SMmbiUhtd <UI
then
water for five
minutes,
If you climb very hard you'll reach my boiling
Just what everyhody needs
drain and wipe them dry. Cut thin
flrst.
—eomc lime or other—to rethe pieces of
And you won't count my next of things slices of bacon the e>ze of
lieve oonstipution, headache,
on
of
one
kidney
the worst;
piece
kidney and place
biliousness, nervousness sud
A domestic animal does my third.
a skewer, then a piece of bacon, then
loss of appetite. Host remedy
are
With the slightest hint you'd guess the
until
all
bacon
then
to
again,
expel intestinal worms.
kidney,
word.
Good for children or adults.
Then lav them on a broiler, set
ready
nautical
be.
must
whole
you
To know my
"Keep* you end your children well.'
with butter, broil,
«ver a clear
SSoi SO·ι «1.00.
For on a ship this rigging you see.
Duet
minutes.
five
for
lightly
and
turn
—Youth's Companion.
with salt and pepper, and serve on ti.e
skewers. A sauce of chopped parsley,
No. 1104.—Hidden Cities.
butter, and a little lemon juice may be <
In the library 1 saw Anna polishing served with them.
AND OTHER CUT FLOWERS,
the big brass luk well.
BREAST OF LAMB, BR0II<E1>.
ALSO
Let us hope kludergartens will alPut two breasts of lamb in a soup ketways exist
of cold water, rut
I.lucoln was numbered among the tle with thiee quarts
on the fire and, when it boils, β*1®»
most sombre men.
then season with one teaspoonful olsalt,
Teacher said. "The best drawings
one saltepoonful of
pepper, one red
and Winter
or
will receive prizee."
onion, two cloves, two carrots, one
of
three
parsley,
sprigs
turnip, two leeks,
No. 1105.—Pictured Worde.
one branch of celery, and one bay leaf.
from
meat
the
Lift
hours.
two
Cook for
the kettle, take the bones out, and trim
tho meat neatly all around. Sprinkle
both sides with salt and pepper. Melt
two tableepoonfuls of butter, and rub
PORTER ST.. SOUTH PARIS.
the meat with it, then sprinkle it all
bread crumbs.
,.ver with Hue white
Broil for eight minutes ou each side.

New Baxter

INSURANCE,

.IE

If you'd succeed you'll do my first;
A bio»* wtll mnke my next Its worst;
And from these two a spear there'll be;
A sign It Is of the god of the sea.

you who read this have never kept
II not, let us suggest that you
a bank account
Tou will find it helpful in
the
experiment
try
fact that your mon.
many ways. Aside from the
and
theft
fire, such a habit
ey will be safe from
tends to thrift, economy, disipline and a general
understanding of business principles, all of
which are essential to success. It also affords a
convenient method for the payment of bille ; and
and returned
as the checks are always preserved
the amounts
for
to you, they serve as receipts

Possibly

Housewives

fire,'baste

C. E. T0LMAN & CO.,
Pythi..n

with

IL
My flrst, a thine that gives delight.
Associated Is with night;
A mineral my next will be;

01

SOUTH PA.'

so

and one of Hour. Cover the bottom
of a baking diab with a layer olf t!bis
aploacb, then putin a llayer of fi ets of
with
any firm white fish, and cover this
Next put auother layer of
cream sauce.
spinach, another of fish, and more sauce.
Cover the top with fine bread crumbs
and a little butter, and bake in the oven
for half an hour.
...
Any one who is fond of cheese may
add to this dish a little grated cheese,
which will give it a specially good n.vor,
if one does not happen «ο dislike it. Mix
ali'tleof the cbeexe with the spinach,
and sprinkle some over the top.

ACCOUNT.

CHECKING

Proquc Ilie, Me.

-OWEN WHITE.
btttfittd."
"
Be tute each bottle haï L. F." in large red letter*.
t·
At rtar irtUr't, J5c. a Ur(· kvttlc. Writef»r liWraJ Maplt
Portland, M*.
THE "L. F." MEDICINE CO.

Ç

ter

OF THE

hat
javnnict andkl, id-ache
"My vri/t who tint
Atwood't Mediant and hat bttn frtatty
Mud 'L.
I > culled with

CO CO AN υ Τ TIMBALES.
No 1101·—Mixed Syllabi··.
Irl in the world," said the young man.
Dissolve three tableepoonfuls of corn-; "Sure," commented the clerk, "that
When the following syllables are
three
add
of milk,
n lakes thirteen hundred licensee for that
correctly arranged four two syllable starch in one pint
and a
No syllable Is tableepoonfuls of powdered «agar
j ^ irl this season."
words will be formed
minute·.
ten
for
boil
pinch of salt, and
^
to be used more than once:
Add to tbia one cupful of grate·. £uc°a"
"I do not believe there is any other
Con-re-Iong-less-ceal-late-be-belp.
nut and the white» of three eggs beatea n ledicine ho good for whooping cough as
■tiff. Let it cool in email mould» and ·<· hamberiain's Cough Remedy," writes
I
No. 1102.—Beheadings.
Junction City,
serve with boiled custard poured over it. Λ 1rs. Francis Turpin,
Behead great warmth and leave to
This remedy is also nnsurregon.
BAKED FISH WITH SPINACH
,
to
devour; a small wood und leave
F assed for colds and croup. For sale by
Cook the spinach as usual, and then
II dealers.
ramble; beloved and leave a part of
it up fine, put it through a strainer,)
chop
the bead.
and mix with it one tcaspoonful of but·
Tommy—Tell us a fairy tale.

No. 1103.—Charades.

CONVENIENCE

A* the tree· need care, *o much note dee*
—~
human body need watching.
If over tired or out of condition, take a good reitoratiTe
"
L. F." it the great health corrective.
medicine.

Portland Auto Company,
Portland, Maine.

F. N.

SOUTH PARIS,

•«era KoewAm-to""

WRIGHT,.,Grocer,
-^r'"

MAINE.

y

